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AbAbAbAbsssstracttracttracttract    

Wireless technology has been regarded as a paradigm shifter in the process 
industry. The first open wireless communication standard specifically designed for 
process measurement and control applications, WirelessHARTWirelessHARTWirelessHARTWirelessHART (Highway 
Addressable Remote Transducer) was officially released in September 2007 (as a 
part of HART 7 specification). 
 
Currently in industry the performance of machines are monitored in real-time 
scenario, which include from vibration measurement to surveillance monitoring. 
Sometimes data can be in the burst mode or sometimes it comes in a liner fashion. 
Therefore in order to achieve precise result an accurate time is mandatory. 

Various techniques and protocols are used and designed for the data collection 
from different devices in industry located in different areas, among them is 
WirelessHART. WirelessHART networking is becoming popular for wireless 
communication systems in industrial automation plants, which is a newly 
developed protocol which is specifically designed to be used in industrial 
environment. The technique which has been used for data collection in 
WirelessHART is Time Synchronization and Channel Hooping (TSCH). 
However this technique sometimes has drawbacks and get failed when there is a 
transmutation of data in burst mode. 

Therefore the main object of this thesis work is to implement the Flooding 
time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP) over Time Synchronization Protocol 
(TSCH) in WirelessHART communication standard. 
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SummarySummarySummarySummary    

Nu i industrin utförandet av maskiner övervakas i realtid senior, vilket 
inkluderar frånvibrationsmätning till kontrollerande 
övervakning. Ibland data kan i burst mode elleribland kommer 
i en liner sätt. Därför för att uppnå exakt resultat vid en exakt tid är 
obligatorisk. 
 
Olika tekniker och protokoll som används och konstruerade för insamling av 
data frånolika enheter inom industrin i 
olika områden, bland dem är WirelessHART (HighwayAdresserbara Remote g
ivare), är det en nyutvecklad protokoll som är speciellt utformad för 
att användas i industriell miljö . Tekniken som har använts för insamling av 
data iWirelessHART är Time Synkronisering och Kanal spänna om 
tyget (TSCH). Men dennateknik ibland har nackdelar och få misslyckats när 
det finns en omvandling av data iburst mode. 
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1111 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
Wireless environments represent the next evolutionary development step in 
building, utilities including industrial, home, shipboard, and transportation 
systems automation. Like any breathing organism, the smart environment relies 
first and foremost on sensory data from the real world. Sensory data comes from 
multiple sensors of different modalities in distributed locations [1]. 
 
The information needed by smart environment is provided by wireless sensor in 
the networks, a sensor network defined as a cluster of distributed sensors on any 
large or a small scale to monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as 
temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants. The development 
of wireless sensor networks was motivated by military applications such as 
battlefield surveillance. They are now used in many industrial and civilian 
application areas, including industrial process monitoring and control, machine 
health monitoring, environment and habitat monitoring, healthcare applications, 
home automation, and traffic control [1]. 
 
Conventionally sensor motes are used to collect the data from a remote 
environment, each node in a sensor network is typically equipped with a radio 
transceiver or other wireless, a small microcontroller, and an energy source, usually 
a battery. A sensor node might vary in size from that of a shoebox down to the size 
of a grain of dust, although functioning "motes" of genuine microscopic 
dimensions have yet to be created. The cost of sensor nodes is similarly variable, 
ranging from hundreds of dollars to a few pennies, depending on the complexity 
of the individual sensor nodes. Size and cost constraints on sensor nodes result in 
corresponding constraints on resources such as energy, memory, computational 
speed and communications bandwidth. 
  

1.11.11.11.1 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

An FTSP (flooding time synchronization protocol) has been implemented on the 
WirelessHART using a time stamping technique, the transmission rate between 
source and destination has been calculated and then altered. This helps in the 
proper reception of the data packets according to the time they have been sent or 
vice versa. 
 
Entire work has been done on WirelessHART, and then implemented on sensor 
motes, the motes are programmed via NesC in a TinyOS environment. TinyOS is 
an open source, BSD-licensed operating system designed for low-power wireless 
devices, such as those used in sensor networks, ubiquitous computing, personal 
area networks, smart buildings, and smart meters.  Below is the cycle, showing the 
implementation of FTSP on WirelessHART and sensor motes [2]. 

1.21.21.21.2 Reason for designReason for designReason for designReason for design    

It has been observed previously that a data packet transmitted or received by a 
node does not occur at the accurate time, means the packet send by a source at 
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particular time for a particular event is not received by a receiver at required time, 
which causes the packet drop at the node or a congestion in the network. 

Therefore it has been assumed that if a time stamping technique is applied to 
transmitting packet by the node then the receiving nodes which receive this packet 
will calculate its local time at the time of reception, by using global and local times 
the node calculates offset and skew with respect to the receiving node (root-node). 

1.31.31.31.3 GoalGoalGoalGoal    

The main goal of this thesis is to implement the flood time synchronization 
protocol (FTSP) over Time Synchronization Protocol (TSCH) in 
WirelessHART communication standard with the time stamping technique, 
this will help in reducing the packet delay in the network and all the transmission 
will occur near to real time situation, another advantage after the implementation 
of this technique is that an efficient transmission rate in term of time can achieved 
in the multi-hop network. 

1.41.41.41.4 LimitationsLimitationsLimitationsLimitations    

Since it is an academic research based on student thesis, therefore it is absolute 
that the budget will be fixed, that’s why the implementation of FTSP is bounded 
to 2 nodes only. But on the industrial scale it can be extend up to more number of 
nodes.     
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2222 WirelessHARTWirelessHARTWirelessHARTWirelessHART    and Time Synchronizationand Time Synchronizationand Time Synchronizationand Time Synchronization    
WirelessHART is a wireless mesh Network communication protocol designed for 
process automation applications. It is a secure and robust mesh networking 
technology operated in the 2.4GHz ISM radio band. It is architecture to be an 
easy to use, reliable and interoperable wireless mesh sensor protocol. 
WirelessHART specifies mandatory requirement that compatible equipment must 
support for interoperability such that wireless device (types) of different 
manufacturers can be exchanged without compromising system operation. 
WirelessHART is backward compatible with wired HART technology such as the 
HART command structure and device description language. All HART devices 
(e.g., networking managers, getaway and field devices etc.) shall support DDL. 
Furthermore WirelessHART uses TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) 
technology to arbitrate and coordinate communications between network devices. 
The TDMA link layer, establish links specifying the time slot and frequency to be 
used for communication between devices. These links are organized into super 
frames that periodically report to support both cyclic utilization of communication 
bandwidth. Conventionally the HART protocol has been a token passing network 
to support both request/response traffic and publishing of process data.  

2.12.12.12.1 Network ArchitectureNetwork ArchitectureNetwork ArchitectureNetwork Architecture    

WirelessHART enables deployment of easy to use, reliable and interoperable 
wireless mesh networks. Below figure 2-1 shows the typical WirelessHART devices 
installation architecture. WirelessHART specifies three key elements in the 
wireless network field.  

There are there elements used in WirelessHART: 

Wireless HART Field Devices (WFD)Wireless HART Field Devices (WFD)Wireless HART Field Devices (WFD)Wireless HART Field Devices (WFD) 

WirelessHART Field Devices (WFD) those are connected to the process plant and 
reads process values from the plant periodically. 

WirelessWirelessWirelessWireless    HART GatewaysHART GatewaysHART GatewaysHART Gateways 

WirelessHART is gateway that enables the communication between clients (Host 
Applications) and WirelessHART Field Devices in the WirelessHART network. 
Gateway supports one or more access points which directly communicate with the 
WFDs and the gateway. 
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Figure 2-1 Elements of the typical WirelessHART [15] 

 
WirelessWirelessWirelessWireless    HART Network managerHART Network managerHART Network managerHART Network manager 

WirelessHART network manager is responsible for the    design (configuration) of 
the network, scheduling (forecasting)    communications between different 
network devices, administration of the routing table, monitoring and reporting the 
health status of the current WirelessHART network periodically. There cannot be 
more than one active network manager in the network. Network manager may or 
may not be part of the gateway [15]. 
 
It also supports: 

WirelessHART adaptorsWirelessHART adaptorsWirelessHART adaptorsWirelessHART adaptors    

A WirelessHART adaptor that allows existing HART field devices to integrated 
into a WirelessHART network. 
 
WirelessHART handheldsWirelessHART handheldsWirelessHART handheldsWirelessHART handhelds    
It supports direct access to adjacent WirelessHART field devices using its 
embedded WirelessHART transceiver. 
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Security Manager (SM)Security Manager (SM)Security Manager (SM)Security Manager (SM)    
Application responsible of managing the security resources, that is the security 
keys, and monitoring the status of the network security. 

Host applications Host applications Host applications Host applications     
User applications connected to the backbone network of the industry that 
communicate with Field Devices in behalf of fetching process and control data. 
The Gateway is the connection point between host applications and the 
WirelessHART Network. 
 
RoutersRoutersRoutersRouters    
These devices are capable of routing and forwarding packets in the network. 
However, they are not connected to the industrial process (sensors or actuators). 
They are required when wireless connectivity needs to be improved. 

2.22.22.22.2 WirelessHART LayersWirelessHART LayersWirelessHART LayersWirelessHART Layers    

WirelessHART network supports the following five OSI layers e.g. Physical layer, 
Network Layer, Data Link Layer and Application Layer. They are as follows: 

2.2.12.2.12.2.12.2.1 Network LayerNetwork LayerNetwork LayerNetwork Layer    

The Network Manager is responsible for configuring the routing tables of all 
network devices in the joining process. The routing tables are updated by the 
Network Manager when adapting the WirelessHART Network accordingly to the 
necessities of performance and communication requirements. 

WirelessHART allows full wireless mesh network in which all the devices are able 
to source, sink and route packets on behalf of other network devices. The network 
layer also provides upstream and downstream redundant path packet routing with 
high reliability and managed latency from the source to the destination. Dynamic 
bandwidth allocation to field devices based on the communication requirements is 
the key feature of WirelessHART network. Each device in a network can support 
one or more Super-Frame which defines the schedule of individual device to 
communicate with the other network devices. All devices in a network listens for 
new and disconnected or dropped devices in the network and reports about 
statistics to their parent network device [6]. 

The NPDU header (Figure 2.2) starts from a Control byte that specifies an 
addressing scheme employed and indicates if special routes are used in the 
reminder of the header. A Time-To-Live (TTL) field is a counter which is 
decremented at the each next hop, hence determining an amount of hops a packet 
can travel before it is dropped. An Absolute Slot Number (ASN) Snippet field 
provides performance metrics and diagnostic information of a network operation. 
This field specifies the time passed since a packet was created. A Graph ID field is 
used to route a packet across a network, identifying nodes which can be used along 
the way. Remaining fields specifies addresses and additional routing options such 
Proxy Route and Source Route. 
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Security sublayer is a part of the NPDU header, it is used for data encryption and 
the NPDU authentication. Security sublayer Control specifies a type of a security 
employed:  Join Key, Unicast Session Key or Broadcast Session Key. A Message 
Integrity Code (MIC) is responsible for checking data integrity. An overall length 
of the NPDU header may vary depending on the length of the source and the 
destination addresses, special routes and the counter length. The minimum length 
of the NPDU header is 21 bytes [12]. 

The payload of the NPDU corresponds to the enciphered Transport Layer PDU 
In which contains the actual HART commands used for communicating in the 
WHART Network? 

 
Figure 2-2 Wireless HART Network Layer PDU [12] 

 
WirelessHART network layer has defined three kinds of routing: 
 
Graph: Graph: Graph: Graph: The graph routing techniques offer flexible communication path between 
the source and destination devices. Generally device keeps the complete picture of 
network system and other devices allocation in the network. Redundant paths are 
possible from source to destination. Communication path between source and 
destination is decided on the conditions of network. 
 
Source: Source: Source: Source: The    source route offers the static single communication path between 
each source and destination device. Source route is defined generally in the packet 
itself. There is a high probability of packet loss with this route if the network 
traffic is high in the defined route for the packet. 

Proxy:Proxy:Proxy:Proxy:    This proxy route is used when the device has not yet joined the network. 

2.2.22.2.22.2.22.2.2 Data link layerData link layerData link layerData link layer    

Data Link Layer (DLL) provides long (64 bit) and short (nick name-16 bit) 
addresses to each devices in the network. The data link layer uses TDMA timeslots 
organized into super-frames; i.e., 100 time slots per second, all devices support 
multiple super-frames with differing numbers of slot(timeslot) to allow mixing of 
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fast (1 second) slow (minutes) cycling and acyclic network traffic. Super frames 
may be enabled or disabled based on bandwidth demand, communication occurs 
in designated time slot and frequency for that message, an acknowledgment 
includes timing information and continuously synchronize TDMA operation 
across entire network. 

 

 Figure 2-3 Wireless HART Data-Link Layer PDU [12]  

 
It gives message prioritization for latency management and flow control, priority 
level in a device may   be modified to manage traffic flow. 4 levels: 
 

1. Command (highest priority): Any packet containing Network 
Management payloads. 

2. Process Data: Any packet containing process data. 
3. Normal: DLPDUs not meeting the criteria for “command”, “Process 

Data”, or “Alarm”. 
4. Alarm (low Priority): Packets containing only alarm and event 

payload. No more than one DLPDU having “Alarm” priority 
buffered. 

Medium Access Control (MAC)Medium Access Control (MAC)Medium Access Control (MAC)Medium Access Control (MAC)    

Medium Access Control (MAC) is the data communication protocol and it is the 
sub layer of the data link layer which is defined in the WirelessHART network 
Architecture. In WirelessHART sensor/actuator networks access of the shared 
channels between sensors, gateway, and actuators are controlled by the MAC 
protocol.  

MAC protocol uses Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Carrier sense 
multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) bus arbitration technique for 
each network device to access the medium for data communication. Below we 
discuss the Bus arbitration technique used by the WirelessHART MAC protocol 
[6]. 
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2.2.32.2.32.2.32.2.3 Physical layer Physical layer Physical layer Physical layer     

WirelessHART Physical layer is based on IEEE 802.15.4, with a data rate of 
250Kbps and an operating range of 2400-2483.5MH, using Direct Sequence 
Spread Spectrum (DSSS) modulation technique on information signals. 

Normally transmission power is 10 dBm which is adjustable in discrete steps. 
Maximum length of the payload data is 127 bytes [2].WirelessHART uses radio 
frequency to communicate with maximum range of 100meters with 0 dB 
transmitting power.  WirelessHART devices may be either battery powered, line 
powered, solar powered or combination of them [6]. 

2.32.32.32.3 Timing in WirelessHARTTiming in WirelessHARTTiming in WirelessHARTTiming in WirelessHART    

2.3.12.3.12.3.12.3.1 WirelessHART WirelessHART WirelessHART WirelessHART Time Division Multiple Access (Time Division Multiple Access (Time Division Multiple Access (Time Division Multiple Access (TDMATDMATDMATDMA))))    

For successful and efficient TDMA communications, synchronization of clock 
between devices in the network is critical. 

Unlike Super-Frame which is suggested by the IEEE standard 802.15.4, 
WirelessHART has suggested its own style of Super-Frame. Super-Frame is 
nothing but the collection of time slots repeated at constant rate. Each slot may 
have several links associated with it. Slot sizes for the all the Super-Frame are fixed 
and synchronized with each other. Super-Frame is repeated continuously after the 
execution of all the time slots in it [7]. 
 
Figure 2-4 shows the structure of data link layer Super-Frame and characteristics 
of the timeslot. 
 

 
Figure 2-4 TDMA slot and super-frame 

At least two devices are associated with the given time slot in unicast 
communication, one at the source end and the other in the destination end. A 
designated destination device remains in the listen mode from the start of 
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dedicated time slot till certain amount of time. If device does not listen to any 
message during that time, device goes in sleep mode. If the device receives message 
successfully then it sends back positive acknowledgement to the sender telling 
message is successfully received. If the device receives message with some errors 
then receiver sends acknowledgement signal to the sender telling that message was 
received with errors. 

Devices act in superDevices act in superDevices act in superDevices act in super----frameframeframeframe    

Typically, there are two devices are allocated to give slot, one is designated as the 
source and the other is destination. A communication transaction within a slot 
support the TX of a Data-Link Protocol Data Unit (DLPDU) from a source 
followed immediately by the transmission of an acknowledgment (ACK) DLPDU 
by addressed device. The address device response DLPDU may contain a 
“Success” response code indicating the initial DLPDU was successfully received 
and handled or an error code (An error code indicate that the initial DLPDU was 
successfully reserved but the further processing failed, e.g., there are no buffers 
available in receiving device)[7]. 

Consequently, tolerance on time keeping and time synchronization mechanism 
are specified to ensure network wide device clock synchronization. It is imperative 
that devices know when the start of a slot occurs. Communication devices are 
assigned to a super-frame, slot and channel offset. This forms a communication 
link between communicating devices. All devices must support multiple links. The 
number of possible links is, typically, equal to the number of channels utilized by a 
network time the number of slots in the super-frame. For example, using 15 
channels and 9000 slots per super-frame it results in 135,000 possible links. 

Channel hopping allows having multiple links with different channel offsets in the 
same time slot for different nodes. To use the channel hopping feature, all the 
devices in the network should have one common list which provides the list of 
channel offsets currently in use [10]. 

Message transfer using TDMA slotsMessage transfer using TDMA slotsMessage transfer using TDMA slotsMessage transfer using TDMA slots    

Within the slot, transmission of the source message starts at a specific time after 
the beginning of a slot. This short time delay allows the source and destination to 
set their frequency channel and allows the receiver to begin listening on the 
specified channel. Since there is a tolerance on clocks, the receiver must start to 
listen before the ideal transmission start time and continue listening after the ideal 
time. Once the transmission is complete, the communication direction is reversed 
and the destination device indicates by transmitting an ACK, whether it received 
the source device DLPDU successful or with a specific class of detected errors. 

Channel hopping with TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access)Channel hopping with TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access)Channel hopping with TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access)Channel hopping with TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access)    

Channel hopping provides channel diversity, so each slot may be used on multiple 
channels at the same time by different nodes. This can be achieved by creating 
links on the same slot, but with different channels offsets. Each device shall 
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maintain a list of channels in use and the specification for that channel, all devices 
in a network shall have identical channel lists. 

TDMA enables efficient, low-power and reliable channel hopping communication 
because the synchronization of the slot and channel used by the communicating 
devices allow them to rendezvous in time and frequency, thus promoting 
successful communication. 

To enhance the reliability, channel hopping is combined with TDMA which can 
avoid interference and reduce multi-path fading effects. 

Time allotment in WirelessHART Time allotment in WirelessHART Time allotment in WirelessHART Time allotment in WirelessHART     

For many application of wireless sensor network such as data gathering, it is of 
utmost important to know when data was sampled or when a given event 
happened. 

Time synchronization across the network is essential to TDMA communications, 
some skew between devices (e.g., due to temperature or voltage variations or 
ageing) is inevitable. Devices shall not require Keep-Alive more often than once 
per 30 second while temperature is varying 2 0C per minute or less. Furthermore, 
device design must tolerate to retry in case of packet loss (i.e., a 10 seconds safely 
margin). This corresponds to approximately a compensated clock accuracy of 
10ppm or better. Consequently WirelessHART has several mechanisms to 
promote network wide time synchronization. 

When a destination node receives a DLPDU, its time of arrival is noted. Using 
this information the destination calculations the difference from the ideal time at 
which it believes the communication should occur. This delta-t (∆t) must be 
communicated in every ACK reply DLPDU sent to the source device. Thus, every 
acknowledgment transaction measures the alignment of network time between the 
devices [8]. 

Within the neighbor list, selected neighbors, specified by the Network Manager, 
are used as time synchronization source. When a DLPDU from a time synch 
neighbor is received, the network time of the receiving device should be adjusted. 
Time synchronization is based either on the DLPDU arrival time or on the delta-t 
in the ACK, depending on which device initiated the transaction [8]. 

2.3.22.3.22.3.22.3.2 Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CACSMA/CACSMA/CACSMA/CA))))    

CSMA/CA protocol uses random delay to reduce the probability of collision. 
Three variables are being used in this protocol, e.g. NB, CW, and BE. NB a count 
the number of backoffs, CW indicates the size of the current congestion window, 
and BE is the backoff exponent. When any node has data to transmit, these 
variables are initialized for the particular node as NB=0, CW=2, and 
BE=macMinBE, respectively. Device waits for the r = [0, 2BE-1] backoff period and 
listens the channel (Clear Channel Assessment (CCA)). If the channel is idle, the 
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device decrements CW, waits till the next backoff period and senses the channel 
again. If the channel is still idle, device has won the contention and devices starts 
transmitting data. If either of the CCA operation fails to find the channel idle, the 
numbers of backoffs NB and the backoff exponent BE is incremented and CW is 
set to 2. If the device reaches to maximum number of backoffs, device drops the 
packet and declares a failure in finding the medium. All the above steps are 
repeated on each transmission. 
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3333 Related work in Related work in Related work in Related work in Time SynchronizationTime SynchronizationTime SynchronizationTime Synchronization    
Time synchronization in all networks either in wired or wireless is important. This 
section consists of different existing protocols, methods and other significant 
parameters such as clock drift, clock speed and clock synchronization errors. In 
order to achieve real-time communication in a sensor network a need of time 
synchronization between nodes is required but there occur some problems during 
time synchronization in a sensor network and they will be discussed in this section.  

3.13.13.13.1 Problems for Time SynchronizationProblems for Time SynchronizationProblems for Time SynchronizationProblems for Time Synchronization    

One important application of sensor network is data-collection, it is important to 
know when data was sampled or when an event is occurred. Examples of such 
application include environmental monitoring, mobile-tracking and etc. Consider 
an application of mobile-tracking in which sensors are deployed in an area to be 
monitored for example detecting objects in a path. When an object appears, the 
detecting nodes record the location and time. Later, these location and time 
information are sent to the aggregation (sometime referred as fusion) node which 
estimates the moving trajectory of the object. Without an accurate time 
synchronization scheme, the estimated trajectory of the tracked object could differ 
significantly from the actual one.  
 
Hence, a precise time synchronization service is critical and must be made 
available at each of the sensor node. It also plays an important role in energy 
conservation in MAC layer protocol. 
 
Every sensor node has a notation for its time and it is based on the oscillation of 
crystal. The sensor clock has a counter that is incremented at a rate 'f' where 'f' is 
the frequency of the oscillator. Time of the clock is measured as a function of a 
hardware oscillator. Clock estimates the real time ' ����' given by, [3]  
 

���� � 	 
 ������  ����
�

��
�    

    
Where, ���� the angular frequency of the crystal oscillator, k is the constant for 
that oscillator and t is the time. Ideally frequency of the clock should be 1, but in 
reality the clocks in the sensor network can be inconsistent, this difference is 
termed as clock drift. There may be several reasons for this drift to occur, this may 
occur due to environment changes, such as change in temperature, pressure and 
battery voltage. 

Following are the three sources for errors in wireless sensor networks that 
contribute to a time difference between nodes: (1) Start time of nodes may be 
different (2) The quartz crystals at each of these might be running at slightly 
different frequencies, causing the clock value to gradually deviate from each other 
(termed as the skew error). (3) Because of aging (i.e., long use of battery) or 
ambient conditions such as temperature the frequency of the clock may change.  
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There are two most prominent synchronization protocols that advantage in 
providing real-time communication they are; Reference Broadcast 
Synchronization (RBS) and Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks (TPSN), 
in following section the these protocols will be discussed. 

3.1.13.1.13.1.13.1.1 Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS)Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS)Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS)Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS)    

Many of the time synchronization protocols use a sender to receiver 
synchronization method where the sender will transmit the timestamp 
information and the receiver will synchronize. RBS is different because it uses 
receiver to receiver synchronization. The idea is that a third party will broadcast a 
beacon to all the receivers. The beacon does not contain any timing information; 
instead the receivers will compare their clocks to one another to calculate their 
relative phase offsets. The timing is based on when the node receives the reference 
beacon. 

The simplest form of RBS is one broadcast beacon and two receivers. The timing 
packet will be broadcasted to the two receivers. The receivers will record when the 
packet was received according to their local clocks. Then, the two receivers will 
exchange their timing information and be able to calculate the offset. This is 
enough information to retain a local timescale. 

RBS can be expanded from the simplest form of one broadcast and two receivers 
to synchronization between n receivers; where n is greater than two. This may 
require more than one broadcast to be sent. Increasing the broadcasts will increase 
the precision of the synchronization, below figure 3-1 shows the RBS simplified 
scheme [9]. 
 

 
Figure 3-1 RBS Scheme 

RBS differs from the traditional sender to receiver synchronization by using 
receiver to receiver synchronization. The reference beacon is broadcasted across all 
nodes. Once it is received, the receivers note their local time and then exchange 
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timing information with their neighboring nodes. The nodes will then be able to 
calculate their offset. 
    
AdvantagesAdvantagesAdvantagesAdvantages    

1. The largest source of error, “send time” and “access time”, are 
removed from the critical path by decoupling the sender from 
receivers. 

2. Clock offset and skew are estimated individually of each other.  Clock 
correction does not interfere with either estimation because local 
clocks are never modified. 

3. Post-facto synchronization prevents energy from being wasting on 
expensive clock updates. 

    
DisadvantagesDisadvantagesDisadvantagesDisadvantages    
    

1. The protocol is not applicable to point-to-point networking because a 
broadcasting medium is required. 

2. For a single hop network of n nodes, RBS protocol requires 0 (n2) 

message exchanges, which can be computationally expensive in the case 
of large neighborhoods. 

3. Convergence time, which is the time required to synchronize the 
network, can be high due to large number of message exchanges. 

4. The reference sender is left unsynchronized in this method. In some 
sensor networks, if the reference sender needs to be synchronized, it 
will lead to a significant waste of energy. 

3.1.23.1.23.1.23.1.2 Time syncTime syncTime syncTime sync----protocol for sensorprotocol for sensorprotocol for sensorprotocol for sensor    network (TPSN)network (TPSN)network (TPSN)network (TPSN)    

TPSN initially creates a spanning tree of the sensor network. The tree starts at the 
root of the network, which is generally a base station, and each node establishes its 
level based on the 'level-discovery' message that it receives. While the tree is being 
built, the nodes perform pairwise synchronization along the edges of the tree. Each 
node exchanges synchronization messages with its parent in the spanning tree. By 
comparing the reception time of the packets with the time of transmission, which 
is placed on the packet by the parent, the node can find and correct for its own 
phase offset. We give an example to clarify this scheme. Let us assume there are 
two nodes, N1 and N2, where N1 is the parent of N2, Figure 3-2. When N2 
wants to synchronize its clock, it sends a synchronization pulse to N1 along with 
the value T1, the time the packet is transmitted from N2[9]. 
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Figure 3-2 Example of TPSN 

  
When N1 receives this packet, it sends back an acknowledgment packet with 
times T2, reception time, and T3, retransmission time. N2 receives this ACK 
packet at T4, and using the four time values it can find the clocks drift and 
propagation delay, using the equations; 
 

∆∆ ∆∆     = [(T2= [(T2= [(T2= [(T2----T1) T1) T1) T1) ––––    (T4(T4(T4(T4----T3)] / 2T3)] / 2T3)] / 2T3)] / 2    

d = [(T2d = [(T2d = [(T2d = [(T2----T1) + (T4T1) + (T4T1) + (T4T1) + (T4----T3)] / 2T3)] / 2T3)] / 2T3)] / 2 

 

Where Where Where Where     
∆∆ ∆∆ : : : : Clock drift  
d: Propagation delay 
 
TPSN is a sender-initiated time-synchronization protocol, and the sender 
synchronizes to the receiver's clock. TPSN has a better performance than RBS by 
time stamping the messages at the MAC layer of the radio stack. It also uses a two 
way message exchange instead of a one way exchange as in RBS.  However, TPSN 
does not account for clock drift. It also does not efficiently handle dynamic 
topology changes because it has to compute the spanning tree of the network every 
time a change happens. [9] 
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AdvantagesAdvantagesAdvantagesAdvantages    
 

1. The Protocol is scalable and the synchronization accuracy does not 
degrade significantly as the size of the network is increasing. 

2. Network-wide synchronization is computationally less expensive 
when compared to such protocols as NTP. 

DisadvantagesDisadvantagesDisadvantagesDisadvantages    
    

1. Energy conservation is not very efficient because it requires a physical 
clock correction to be performed on the local clocks of sensors while 
achieving synchronization. 

2. The protocol requires a hierarchical infrastructure which makes it 
unsuitable for applications with highly mobile nodes. 

3. Support for multi-hop communication is not provides. 

 

3.2 Time Synchronization Channel Hopping (TSCH) 

Time Synchronization Channel Hopping (TSCH) is an existing medium access 
control scheme which enables robust communication through channel hopping 
and high data rates through synchronization (Reservation). It is based on a time-
slotted architecture, and its correct functioning depends on a schedule which is 
typically computed by a central node, some of the main features of TSCH are 
defined below. 

3.2.13.2.13.2.13.2.1 Channel HoppingChannel HoppingChannel HoppingChannel Hopping    

Channel hopping, in order to reduce the impact of narrow-band interference, 
communication occurs on all available frequency channels by pseudo-
randomly changing channel between packets. This increases reliability when 
compared to single-channel solutions. In TSCH time is divided into slots; an 
Absolute Slot Number (ASN) is incremented at each slot and shared by all nodes. 
At each new slot, the frequency to be used is calculated using the equation below. 
Channel-Offset is a number between 0 and 15 which is assigned to each slot 
during reservation. 100 slots form a slot-frame; this slot-frame repeats over time. 

Frequency = (ASN + channel-Offset) % 16 

During reservation, one of the slots in the slot-frame of node A may be reserved 
for sending data to B at a given channel-Offset. Every 100 slots, A can thus send 
to B at a frequency calculated with the equation above. The key is that ASN is 
incremented at each slot, so subsequent packets are sent at different frequencies. 
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3.2.23.2.23.2.23.2.2 SlotSlotSlotSlot----frames and slotsframes and slotsframes and slotsframes and slots    

All nodes in the network are synchronized on a slotted time base. A slot-frame is a 
collection of timeslots repeating in time. The number of timeslots in a given slot-
frame determines how often each timeslot repeats. The total number of timeslots 
that has elapsed since the start of the network is called the Absolute Slot Number 
(ASN). The pairwise assignment of a directed communication between devices in 
a given timeslot on a given channel offset is a link. Physical channel selection in a 
link is using: 

Frequency = (ASN + channel-Offset) % 16  

During a timeslot, one node typically sends a frame, and another sends back an 
acknowledgement if it successfully receives that frame. If an acknowledgement is 
not received within the timeout period, retransmission of the frame waits until the 
next assigned transmit timeslot (in any active slot-frame) to that address occurs. 

3.2.33.2.33.2.33.2.3 ReservationReservationReservationReservation    

The goal of the reservation mechanism is for nodes to agree upon a collision-free 
schedule. The figure below on the left depicts an example schedule for a network 
of 4 fully meshed nodes A, B, C and D, with a slot-frame length of 10 slots. Each 
cell of the schedule is either not used, or is in one of the following states: 

 
Figure 3-3 TSCH slot synchronization process [16] 

 
 

• DATADATADATADATA cells are used for sending data from a given node to another. 

• RESRESRESRES cells are used to exchange information for DATA cell 
reservation; each node has one RES cell during which it listens. It 
announces the [slot, channel-Offset] of its RES cell to its neighbors 
using advertisement messages. 
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• The ADVADVADVADV cell is shared by all nodes and is used for receiving and 
transmitting advertisement messages to allow for new nodes to join 
the network. 

3.2.43.2.43.2.43.2.4 SynchronizationSynchronizationSynchronizationSynchronization    

Device-to-device synchronization is necessary to maintain connection with 
neighbors in a slot-frame-based network. There are two methods for a device to 
synchronize to the network: 

• Acknowledgment-based synchronization involves the receiver 
calculating the delta between the expected time of frame arrival and 
its actual arrival, and providing that information to the sender node 
in its acknowledgment. This allows a sender node to synchronize to 
the clock of the receiver. 

• Frame-based synchronization involves the receiver calculating the 
delta between the expected time of frame arrival and its actual arrival, 
and adjusting its own clock by the difference. This allows a receiver 
node to synchronize to the clock of the sender. 

Such simple synchronization allows nodes to be synchronized within a few tens of 
µs, which is small compared to the guard time allows by the protocol (typically 
1ms). Nodes keep a sense of time by counting the number of oscillations of 
typically a quartz-based oscillator. While it is meant to oscillate at 32768Hz, 
differences in fabrication or temperature cause frequencies to be slightly off. 
Typically, two clocks will have a relative drift of 10 parts-per-million, or ppm, 
which means that after one second, the clock will be off by 10 µs. As a result, node 
needs to resynchronize from time to time. When there is traffic on the network, 
nodes which are communicating will implicitly resynchronize using the data 
packets they exchange. If they haven't been communicating for a sometime 
(typically 30s), nodes will exchange empty data packet (called keep-alive messages) 
simply to resynchronize. 

A node will only synchronize to its time-parent, where the tree formed by the time 
parents is rooted at the gateway. This forms a synchronization tree, and ensures 
that all the nodes in the network have a common sense of time. In practice, a node 
chooses its time parent to be also its preferred routing parent. 
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Figure 3-4 Slots and Slots-frame [11] 

As shown in the above figure 3-4, the timeslot starts at time T=0 from the 
transmitting device's perspective (lower part). The transmitter waits TsTxOffset 
µs, and then begins transmitting the packet. The transmitter then waits 
TsRxAckDelay µs, then goes into receive mode to await the acknowledgment. If 
the acknowledgment does not arrive within TsAckWaitTime µs the device may 
idle the radio and that no acknowledgment will arrive. From the beginning of the 
slot, the receiver (upper part) waits TsRxOffset µs, then switches on its radio. It 
stays on for a maximum of TsPacketWaitTime µs, or until receiving a packet. 
After receiving a packet, it waits for TsTxAckDelay µs, and replies with an 
acknowledgement [11].    

3.2.53.2.53.2.53.2.5 Network FormationNetwork FormationNetwork FormationNetwork Formation    

There are two components of network formation in the TSCH network: 
advertising and joining. As a part of advertising, network devices that are already 
part of the network send advertisement command frames announcing the presence 
of the network. A new device trying to join listens for the Advertisement 
command frames. A new device joins the network by sending a Join request 
command frame to an advertising node. The advertiser activates the device by 
sending an activate frame. 

A new network starts when the PAN coordinator starts to advertise (typically at 
the request of Network Manager residing in the PAN coordinator). Being the first 
node in the network, the PAN coordinator starts at least one slot-frame, to which 
other network devices may later synchronize. 

After, describing all the above details it has been decided that in a communicating 
system, channel hopping should be used. In a channel hopping system, subsequent 
packets are sent at a different frequency, following a pseudo-random hopping 
pattern. This means that, if a transmission fails, retransmission will happen on a 
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different frequency. And because a different frequency means different effects of 
multi-path fading and interference, this means that the transmission has a greater 
chance of being successful that if the retransmission happened on the same 
channel. 

Later in the next chapter time precision protocol known as FTSP will be deployed 
in channel hopping protocol termed as TSCH to improve the transmission rate 
and reduce the packet drops during critical data transfer. Before hurdling towards 
the implementation of FTSP, it is better to understand the current structure and 
working of time synchronization channel hopping  

3.33.33.33.3 Working of Working of Working of Working of TSCHTSCHTSCHTSCH    

Time synchronization in wireless sensor network is an important concern that has 
restricted the application of these networks. A number of methods have been 
developed and tested in this direction in which some of them have been explained 
in earlier chapter 2. Here in WirelessHART, TSCH algorithm is being used for 
time synchronization.  

First the coordinator sends the advertisement (ADV) packets periodically, all other 
sensor nodes will wait and listen without transmitting any packets. When a node 
receives ADV packets from coordinator it synchronizes to that coordinator. For 
synchronization TSCH algorithm is used and its working is explained using the 
following flow chat. 
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Figure 3-5 Working of TSCH 
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Step by step processStep by step processStep by step processStep by step process    

1.1.1.1. First it makes the initialization for all the variables that are required 
i.e. offset, ASN (Absolute Slot Number), Synch (synchronization) etc. 
It checks whether the node identification number (ID) is 1 or not if it 
is 1 then its ‘synch’ bit is assigned to be true, it is to make everyone to 
synchronize to node 1, and a signal is send to glow Led02. Then this 
node becomes the main node and all other node gets synchronized to 
this node.    

2.2.2.2. Then it look for other nodes in the vicinity, if it receives signal from 
other nodes it take some of required information from the received 
node packet to check it.    

3.3.3.3. From the packet it checks its node ID, if it is not equal to 1 (i.e., if 
the node is not the root node) then it checks it’s both header and 
metadata for valid time stamps. If it has the valid time stamps    it 
checks for what type of packet it is handling. If it is an advertisement 
packet then it gets synchronized with the root node and forms a 
network with some necessary assignment and also a signal is sent to 
glow Led02 which indicates that it is synchronized. Even if it is not 
an advertise packet, there is a chance that the node is already 
synchronized, if it is so then its offset is required to be calculated.    

4.4.4.4. Further down this calculated offset is used in calculation conversions. 
In calculation for conversion following formulas are used:    
    

Global TimeGlobal TimeGlobal TimeGlobal Time    

                                                                        Global time = local time + offset        

Converting local time to global timeConverting local time to global timeConverting local time to global timeConverting local time to global time    

                                                                            Global time = ltime + offset 

Converting global time to local time Converting global time to local time Converting global time to local time Converting global time to local time     

                   Local time = global time – offset 

 

Here local to global conversion is used by a node for accurate time slot 
communication as per the ASN i.e., to achieve a collision free communication, 
and global to local conversion is used for time stamp which will reduce the time 
synchronization error. In TSCH the time synchronization error is around 100µs 
and most of which is due to time stamping errors. The errors that are produced 
during time stamping include interrupt handling time, encoding time and 
decoding time. The main motto of our thesis is to reduce this synchronization 
error, on the other hand, as we will see in the next sections, how FTSP time-
stamping protocol efficiently reduces all sources of time stamping errors.    
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3.43.43.43.4 Reason for the ImplemenReason for the ImplemenReason for the ImplemenReason for the Implementationtationtationtation    

In the previous studies [1], it has been observed that typical wireless sensor 
network operate in areas larger than the broadcast range of a single node, 
therefore, an FTSP provides multi-hop synchronization technique. The master of 
the network a single dynamically re-elected node maintains the global time and all 
other nodes synchronize their clocks to that of the root (master). The nodes form 
an adhoc structure to transfer the global time from the root (master) to all the 
nodes, as opposed to a fixed spanning tree. This saves the initial phase of 
establishing the tree and is more robust against node and link failures and dynamic 
topology changes. Based on the above stated reasons, an FTSP has been 
implemented on TSCH in order to achieve better time synchronization and clock 
management. 

3.53.53.53.5 Previous work done/ related workPrevious work done/ related workPrevious work done/ related workPrevious work done/ related work    

Previously FTSP algorithm use a fine grained clock, MAC layer time-stamping 
with several jitters reducing techniques to achieve high precision. This approach 
eliminates the send, access, interrupts handling, encoding decoding and reduces 
time errors, but not able to compensate the propagation time. Multiple time 
stamps with linear regression are used to estimate clock skew and offset. Previously 
FTSP has been experimented in wireless sensor networks and the average error of 
the algorithm for a single hop case using 2 nodes was 1.48µsec [13]. 
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4444 PPPProposed time synchronization schemeroposed time synchronization schemeroposed time synchronization schemeroposed time synchronization scheme    
The main objective of this thesis is to achieve better time synchronization in 
WirelessHART, so after the clean study and understanding the protocols that are 
used for solving the synchronization problems i.e., Reference Broadcast 
Synchronization (RBS), Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks (TPSN) and  
Flooding Time synchronization protocol (FTSP) especially tailored Flooding 
Time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP)), in earlier chapters it is proposed that 
using of FTSP technique in WirelessHART will solve the problem of 
synchronization. For application required strict precision on resources limited 
Wireless platform. This defines the time synchronization protocol uses low 
communication bandwidth and it is robust against node failure and link failure. 

The FTSP synchronizes the time of a sender to receiver, utilizing a single radio 
message time-stamped at both the sender and receiver sides. MAC layer time-
stamping can eliminate many of the synchronization errors. However, accurate 
time-synchronization at discrete points in time is a partial solution only. 
Compensation for the clock drift of the nodes is inevitable to achieve high 
precision in-between synchronization points and to keep the communication 
overhead low. 

4.14.14.14.1 Methodology for implementationMethodology for implementationMethodology for implementationMethodology for implementation    

The methodology chosen for this project is ‘case study’. The reason for choosing 
this methodology is that since FTSP has been already proved well in the previous 
implementations therefore it is decided to make a case and experiment it on a 
current wireless network protocol known as WirelessHART, which is a TDMA 
based protocol. The procedure which has been followed during the thesis is 
described in the following flow- chat. 

Below is the figure showing complete structural view of the implementation of 
thesis, the thesis evolution process is explained in the following steps. 

• Topic selection and delimitation of problem 

• Pre-study and literature search 

• Plan to carryout investigation 

• Describe / interpret data 

• Limit problem to specific questions 

• Steps to solve the problem 

• Plan of report 
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Figure 4-1 Research Process 
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4.1.14.1.14.1.14.1.1 Choice of topic and delimitation of problemChoice of topic and delimitation of problemChoice of topic and delimitation of problemChoice of topic and delimitation of problem    

Before the selection of this master thesis, it was mandatory to find out an area of 
interest for the thesis work. Topic selection for a thesis work falls under the 
category of a very well promising area known as wireless area network which is off 
course challenging and interesting personally. 

4.1.24.1.24.1.24.1.2 Literature search and PreLiterature search and PreLiterature search and PreLiterature search and Pre----studystudystudystudy    

Searching a literature is not very complicated and challenging task, since most of 
the topics already known. The literature which has been followed is known as 
WirelessHART specification document which is provided to us by Prof. Youzhi 
Xu, and some other material downloaded by us for a detail study of FTSP 
(Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol) and TSCH (Time Synchronization 
Channel Hopping). 

4.1.34.1.34.1.34.1.3 Plan to carryout investigationPlan to carryout investigationPlan to carryout investigationPlan to carryout investigation    

Our investigation mainly based on case study, depending on the previous studies 
and case, it has been assumed that if we implement the same thing to our project 
then the improvement can be obtained. 

4.1.44.1.44.1.44.1.4 Describe/Interpret dataDescribe/Interpret dataDescribe/Interpret dataDescribe/Interpret data    

A TinyOS has been used to implement the research work which been done by us; 
the targeted platform for our research work are TelosB sensor motes fully 
programmed by nesC. 

4.1.54.1.54.1.54.1.5 Limit problem to specific questionsLimit problem to specific questionsLimit problem to specific questionsLimit problem to specific questions    

The task of our thesis is to implement the stringent time precision for the data 
transfer among the sensor motes. Since most of the work has been done on 
WirelessHART which is a TDMA based protocol therefore most of efforts have 
been done on timing entities. 

4.1.64.1.64.1.64.1.6 Solving the Solving the Solving the Solving the problemproblemproblemproblem    

At this step; an effort has been made to improve the timing variance, and for that 
flooding time synchronization protocol will be used on WirelessHART at time 
synchronization channel hopping. 

4.1.74.1.74.1.74.1.7 Plan of reportPlan of reportPlan of reportPlan of report    

After getting done from the investigation phase, all the analysis has been written in 
the report which explains all the things in a very detailed manner. 
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4.24.24.24.2 Implementation basisImplementation basisImplementation basisImplementation basis    

One of the most widely used WSN platform are TelosB crossbow motes. The 
motes have 8MHz micro-controller with 10kb of RAM, 48kb of flash memory, 
2.4 to 2.4835GHz globally compatible ISM band, and are powered by host 
computer. 

 
 

Figure 4-2 TelosB Sensor Mote [2] 

 
The TelosB platform was developed and publishes to research community by UC 
Berkeley. This platform delivers low-power consumption allowing for long battery 
life as well as fast wake up for sleep-state. Although TPR2400 is an uncertified 
radio platform, it is fully compatible with open source TinyOS distribution. 
TinyOS is a small open source efficient software operating system which is also 
developed by UC Berkeley which supports long scale, self-configuring sensor 
networks [2].  

Most of the work has been done here is in TinyOS, programmed by nesC. 
TinyOS is an open source, BSD-licensed operating system designed for low-power 
wireless devices, such as those used in sensor networks, ubiquitous computing, 
personal area networks, smart buildings, and smart meters. A worldwide 
community from academia and industry use, develops, and supports the operating 
system as well as its associated tools. 

TinyOS executes only one program consisting of selected system components and 
custom components needed for a single application. There are two threads of 
execution: tasks and hardware event handlers. Tasks are functions whose execution 
is deferred.  Once scheduled, they run to completion and do not pre-empt one 
another. Hardware event handlers are executed in response to a hardware interrupt 
and also run to completion, but may pre-empt the execution of a task or other 
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hardware event handler. Commands and events that are executed as part of a 
hardware event handler must be declared with the async keyword. 

The TinyOS system, libraries, and applications are written in NesC, a new 
language for programming structured component-based applications. The nesC 
language is primarily intended for embedded systems such as sensor networks. 
NesC has a C-like syntax, but supports the TinyOS concurrency model, as well as 
mechanisms for structuring, naming, and linking together software components 
into robust network embedded systems. The principal goal is to allow application 
designers to build components that can be easily composed into complete, 
concurrent systems, and yet perform extensive checking at compile time. 

A nesC application consists of one or more components linked together to form an 
executable. A component provides and uses interfaces. These interfaces are the 
only point of access to the component and are bi-directional.  An interface declares 
a set of functions called commands that the interface provider must implement 
and another set of functions called events that the interface user must implement. 
For a component to call the commands in an interface, it must implement the 
events of that interface. A single component may use or provide multiple interfaces 
and multiple instances of the same interface [14]. 

There are two types of components in nesC: modules and configurations. Modules 
provide application code, implementing one or more interface. Configurations are 
used to assemble other components together, connecting interfaces used by 
components to interfaces provided by others. This is called wiring. Every nesC 
application is described by a top-level configuration that wires together the 
components inside. NesC uses the filename extension ".nc" for all source files -- 
interfaces, modules, and configurations. 

4.34.34.34.3 Types of pTypes of pTypes of pTypes of packetsacketsacketsackets    

In order to implement FTSP over WirelessHART there are many constraints that 
need to be taken under consideration. Here we are more concerned with the time 
synchronization, so the packet structure plays a major role for synchronization. So 
we will make a clear description on the packet structure that is used in 
WirelessHART before solving the problem and then the modifications that are 
made for the implementation of FTSP. 

There are five different types of packets that are used in WirelessHART for 
communicating and synchronization.  

• Advertise Packet 

• Reservation Packet 

• Data Packet 

• Acknowledgment Packet  

• Keep alive packet  

Below figure 4-3 describes the schematic structure of WirelessHART packets. 
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Figure 4-3 WirelessHART Packet Structure at MAC Layer 

 
Let us discuss each field one by one, first packet header. Figure bellow shows all 
the fields in the TSCH packet header. 

4.3.14.3.14.3.14.3.1 Packet HeaderPacket HeaderPacket HeaderPacket Header    

All fields up to 'network' are 802.15.4 specified fields, and are used in the 
CC2420 hardware itself. The 'network' field is a 6LowPAN interoperability 
specification only to be included when the 6LowPAN TinyOS Network layer is 
included. The 'type' field is a TinyOS specific field. 

The maximum size of a packet is 128 bytes including its headers and CRC, which 
matches the 802.15.4 specifications. Increasing the packet size will increase data 
throughput and RAM consumption in the TinyOS application, but will also 
increase the probability that interference will cause the packet to be destroyed and 
need to be retransmitted. The TOSH_DATA_LENGTH preprocessor variable 
can be altered to increase the size of the message payload at compile time. 
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Figure 4-4 Packet CC2420_Header 

LengthLengthLengthLength    
Length of the header + payload of the packet, minus the size of the length byte (1). 
This is what allows for variable length packets.    

FCFFCFFCFFCF    
Frame Control Field 

DSNDSNDSNDSN    
Data Sequence Number, a number incremented for each packet sent by a 
particular node. This is used in acknowledging that packet, and also filtering out 
duplicate packets. 

DestPanDestPanDestPanDestPan    
The destination PAN (Personal Area Network) ID, even if the network is sitting 
side by side with another TinyOS network we can distinguish it from others with 
this ID. 

DestDestDestDest    
It contains the destination address of the packet. 0xFFFF is the broadcast address. 

ScrScrScrScr    
It stores the local node ID that generates this message (Source ID). 
 
TypeTypeTypeType    
TinyOS is AM Type. When you create a new AMSenderC (AM_MYMSG), the 
AM_MYMSG definition is the type of packet. 
    
TimeStampTimeStampTimeStampTimeStamp    
The size of this field is 4byte; it contains the time stamp of that node’s global time 
that generates this message. 

4.3.24.3.24.3.24.3.2 Packet MetaPacket MetaPacket MetaPacket Metadatadatadatadata    

The metadata contains information about the packet that is used by the radio 
stack. It is not transmitted as part of the packet, but rather contains side-note 
information about the packet. The metadata fields are all 0's at boot time, because 
they haven't been initialized.  
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Figure 4-5 Packet CC2420_Metadata 

4.3.34.3.34.3.34.3.3 Advertise PacketAdvertise PacketAdvertise PacketAdvertise Packet    

Advertisement frame are used by nodes in the network to advertise that they exist, 
so the new nodes can join the network. When a device wishes to join a network, it 
shall use the information in the Advertisement commend frame to synchronize to 
the network and associate, below is the figure showing the format of advertisement 
packet. Size of the advertise packet is 8bytes. 

 

Figure 4-6 Advertise Packet Format 

’AdvertiseC’ component is to build and broadcast the advertisement frame “AM-
TSCH-ADV”. It is used to for sending advertisement command frame so that new 
nodes can find the network and this devise. 

Below figure 4-6(a) shows the assignment of channel offset and slot offset values to 
the advertisement packet structure.  
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Figure 4-6(a) Function for filling ‘slotOffset’ and ‘channelOffset’ slots 

In the above code ‘CellUsageGet’ is a function which is used for calculating the 
slot offset and channel offset values and here they are assigning it to advertise 
frame fields ‘slotOffset’ and ‘channelOffset’. 
 

 
Figure 4-6(b) Calculation structure for Advertise packet 

 
In this part, it calculates the value of the ‘myheight’ variable of that particular 
node and then it is filled in the ‘height’ field of advertise packet. And send or 
advertise it to all other nodes connected in hierarchal order. 

4.3.44.3.44.3.44.3.4 Reservation PacketReservation PacketReservation PacketReservation Packet    

The purpose of this component is to reserve one of the slots in a super-frame for 
sending or receiving data. 
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The ‘registerRES()’ function is used to initialize ‘ongoingRES’ table, which 
contains many information about reservation cell such as slot offset, channel 
offset, type of cell and etc. The ‘ongoingRES’ table can be used as a queue for 
using the reservation cell, when a message is processed and another message 
arrives, a queue or buffer is needed to store the messages to process them one by 
one. 

The ‘NUMONGOINGRES’ variable determines the size of queue or buffer. The 
‘NUMONGOINGRES’ has a default value of 3 which means three request 
messages can apply for a reserve cell at a same time. 

 

Figure 4-7 Reservation Packet Structure 

4.3.54.3.54.3.54.3.5 Data packetData packetData packetData packet    

This component will transmit and receives data packet type to or from another 
device. The transmitting of message is done by using ‘sendDATAMessage ()’ task 
which is described inside the notify block and the reception of message is indicated 
by using receive interface provided by ‘MultiplexC’. The nodes in the notify block 
which have node ID of 1 will function as a receiver while the other will operate as 
transmitter. 
 

Figure 4-8 Data Packet Structure 

Here for simplicity we are sending a counter value through data packet, so every 
time before sending the data packet its field ‘value’ is assigned with a counter. 
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Figure 4-8(a) Structure for Data Packet 

4.3.64.3.64.3.64.3.6 Acknowledgement PacketAcknowledgement PacketAcknowledgement PacketAcknowledgement Packet    

This packet will be generated in response of data packet, reservation packet and 
keep alive packet, but not for broadcast packet i.e., advertisement packet. 
Acknowledgement packet payload will be zero and type of this packet is ’ACK’. 
 

4.3.74.3.74.3.74.3.7 Keep alive packet Keep alive packet Keep alive packet Keep alive packet     

Node will lose its synchronization with the network if it does not send or receive 
any packets for more than 30sec, so in order to when time gets expired it sends 
keep alive packet to the node to which it is synchronized to get resynchronization. 
The packet structure is similar to data packet except that the payload field is equal 
to zero.  

 

Figure 4-9  Function for filling keep alive packet 

 
These lines in the keep alive function set the payload length as zero and assign 
packet destination to the closest neighbor and assign packet data type as ‘Data’. 
Whenever it reaches the destination it immediately transmit acknowledgement 
packet so that it get re-synchronized. 
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4.44.44.44.4 FTSP over WirelessHARTFTSP over WirelessHARTFTSP over WirelessHARTFTSP over WirelessHART    

In this section detailed description will be provided regarding Working of FTSP 
over WirelessHART 

4.4.14.4.14.4.14.4.1 Time stampingTime stampingTime stampingTime stamping    

The FTSP utilizes a radio broadcast to synchronize the possibly multiple receivers 
to the time provided by the sender of the radio message. The broadcast message 
contains the sender’s time stamp which is the estimated global time at the 
transmission of a given byte. The receivers obtain the corresponding local time 
from their respective local clocks at the message reception. Consequently, one 
broadcast message provides a synchronization point (a global-local time pair) to 
each of the receivers. The difference between the global and local time of a 
synchronization point estimates the clock offset of the receiver. As opposed to the 
RBS protocol, the time stamp of the sender must be embedded in the currently 
transmitted message. Therefore, the time-stamping on the sender side must be 
performed before the bytes containing the time stamp are transmitted. 
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Figure 4-10 Data packet transmitted over radio channel [13] 

 
From the above figure, message broadcast starts with the transmission of ‘preamble’ 
bytes, followed by ‘sync’ bytes, and then the message descriptor followed by actual 
message data and ends with cyclic redundancy check (CRC) bytes. The dashed 
lines in the figure indicate the actual bytes of packets and the solid line indicate 
the bytes of the buffer. When the sender is transmitting the preamble bytes, the 
receiver radio synchronizes itself to the carrier frequency of the incoming signal. 
Once the sync bits are received, the receiver can calculate the bit offset needed to 
accurately recreate the message.  
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The FTSP time-stamping effectively reduces the jitter of the interrupt 
handling and encoding/decoding time by recording multiple time stamps 
both on the sender and receiver sides. TSCH packet structure cannot be 
used here for FTSP implementation. So for implementing the FTSP over 
WirelessHART the structure of the packet is required to be changed.  

 

 

Figure 4-11 Changed packet structure for implementation of FTSP over 
WirelessHART 

 
Above figure shows the important change in the packet structure for 
implementation of FTSP. An additional field is added to that of TSCH packet 
structure and rest of the fields will be same. In FTSP MAC layer time stamping, 
multiple time stamps are made on the single synchronization packet. In order to 
do this and distinguish it from sender and receiver time-stamps it is given a name 
as “ltimestamp”, it is the time stamp on the receiver side. The time stamps are 
made at each byte boundary after the SYNC bytes as they are transmitted or 
received. Here we assume that rest of all the packets will be similar to that in 
TSCH.   
 
Working procedure of the FTSP synchronization protocol that is implemented 
on WirelessHART is shown in the bellow flowchart and it is explained briefly. 
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Figure 4-12 Time Synchronization using FTSP 
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Step by step processStep by step processStep by step processStep by step process    

1.1.1.1. Initial steps are similar to that of TSCH working and in addition to 
that there are some more variables that required to be initialized. After 
all the initializations, first it needs to choose the root node, while 
programing we have assigned one of the node with node ID 1 in-
order to make it as a root node. For this it first checks the node with 
node ID 1, if it finds the node with its node ID 1 then it makes it 
root node and glows its Led02 which indicates that is synchronized.      

2.2.2.2. Then it waits for packet from other nodes, when it get signal first it 
will analyze if it is not going to change the root node, for that it 
checks the node ID if it is not 1 then it goes for further operations 
else it returns back and wait for another signal and it also checks 
header and metadata time stamps for not incorporating the node’s 
with invalid time stamps. It goes down for next steps only if its time 
stamps are valid if not it returns to step1 and waits for another signal.    

3.3.3.3. It is required to check what kind of packet does message contain, if it 
is an advertise packet then it has to be synchronized with the root 
node and a signal is sent to glow Led02 of that node which indicates 
that the node is synchronized. If the node receives other packets, as 
described earlier there are chances that the node might be already in 
synchronization mode. So it is required to check its ‘Synch’ bit, if it is 
true (i.e., it is synchronized already) then this packets entry showed be 
made in the regression table.    

Each wireless sensor in the network has its own hardware oscillator clock 
providing local timing signals to the sensor node. Due to varying oscillator 
frequencies, the clocks on the sensors drift with respect to each other and 
have to be continuously synchronized with each other in order to maintain a 
constant operation time. Since we want precision in microsecond range, we 
need to compensate for the skew. For example, specification for MICA2 says 
that CPU frequency should be 7.3828 MHz in reality your mote's frequency 
would be e.g. 7.3827 MHz and of a different mote 7.3829 MHz which 
introduces 20 clock ticks error each second, this small error would 
accumulate over time far beyond the intended precision. In order to 
compensate these errors FTSP uses linear regression table.  

 

4.4.24.4.24.4.24.4.2 Linear Linear Linear Linear Regression tableRegression tableRegression tableRegression table    

Since all synchronized nodes periodically transmit synchronization messages, in a 
dense network a receiver may receive several messages from different nodes in a 
short interval of time. Due to limited resources, an appropriate subset of the 
messages must be selected to create reference points. In the TelosB 
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implementation an eight-element regression table stores the selected reference 
points used to calculate the regression line, and, thus, the drift of the local clock. 
Following flow chat will clearly explain how these message entries are being stored.  

 

Figure 4-13: Code for regression table entry  
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Figure 4-14 Flow Chart of regression table 

ExplanExplanExplanExplanationationationation    of flowchart of flowchart of flowchart of flowchart     

When a signal is received to make an entry in the regression table, it first calculates 
time error of that node; it is the time difference between the estimated global time 
and the actual global time of the message. Then it checks for its validity, if it is 
valid the entry will be recorded in the regression table if not it returns back and 
wait for the next signal. If the recorded entry’s been inconsistent for some-time i.e. 
if the time error repeats continuously for more than 3 times, then entire table 
should be cleared. 
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Figure 4-15 Linear Regression table 

Here it is an eight-element regression table in which for each element there are 3 
fields that stores the selected reference points has shown in the above figure 4-15. 
So it is required to check into which element it is going to record the entry. For 
this it calculates the age of all the elements with respect to the local time and then 
it checks its validity. On the other hand it follows first in first out (FIFO) 
technique to fill the table. To record the entry it checks the state field of each 
element in the table if it founds an ‘entry_Empty’ state then the entry will be 
recorded into the fields of that element respectively as shown below.  

State          = Entry_Full, Entry,Empty: 

localTime  = nodes local time; 

timeOffset = Estimated global time - local time stamp of the node; 

It will be more beneficial to store the data in the linear regression table to achieve 
more accurate offset and skew estimation that are distributed over a long period of 
time. 

4.4.34.4.34.4.34.4.3 Clock drift managementClock drift managementClock drift managementClock drift management    

If the local clocks had the exact same frequency and, hence, the offset of the local 
time were constant, a single synchronization point would be sufficient to 
synchronize two nodes. However, the frequency difference of the crystals used in 
TelosB motes introduces a drift up to 40µs per second. This would mandate 
continuous re-synchronization with a period of less than one second to keep the 
error in micro-second range, which is a significant overhead in terms of bandwidth 
and energy consumption. Therefor we need to estimate the drift of the receiver 
clock with respect to sender clock using data in the linear regression table fields.    

Calculate ConversionCalculate ConversionCalculate ConversionCalculate Conversion    

After recording the entry of the message in the linear regression table estimation of 
offset and skew is done to make the time synchronization accurate. For this it first 
checks for the element in the regression table in which state field is full, if it 
doesn’t find, it means that the there is no entry recorded in the table so it returns 
and wait for next signal. After finding the ‘Entry_Full’ element it checks if there 
exist the next entry element in the table with ‘Entry_Full’ state if so it does the 
calculation I and goes for calculation II if not it directly goes to calculation II. 
Before doing these calculations, it assigns the values of ‘localtime’ and 
‘ timeOffset’ fields to ‘newLocalAverage’ and ‘newOffsetAverage’ respectively 
from the element that it finds in the previous step. 
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Figure 4-16 Calculations in FTSP 

Calculation I 

This set of calculations is made only if there exist at least two entry’s record in 
the regression table. It makes all the calculation with respect to the latest entry 
and the entry that made just before this in the table. Using them it calculates 
‘ localSum’, ‘ offsetSum’, ‘ localAverageRest’ and ‘offsetAverageRest’ has shown 
below. 
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Figure 4-16(a) Calculation I 

This calculated values further down used in calculation of actual local sum and 
offset sum. 

Calculation II 

This set of calculations is made even if there contains one or more than one 
entry record in the regression table. It uses the values of ‘localSum’ and ‘offsetSum’ 
from the calculation I if the regression table contains at least two entry’s if not it 
directly takes previous values that are stored in them. 

 
Figure 4-16(b) Calculation II 

Here ‘newLocalAverage’ and ‘newOffsetAverage’ have been calculated and these 
values are used for calculating actual local sum and offset sum and these values are 
used in calculating skew. Finally from this calculation conversion we have ‘skew’, 
‘offsetAverage’, ‘localAverage’ and ‘numEntries’. This linear regression provides the 
best prediction that can possibly be achieved. 
 
Below is the code, for the communication between 2 nodes and estimating the 
time, i.e. for example consider node 1 and 2 , Node 1 clock reading is X(t) and 
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Node 2’s is Y(t) . The synchronization problem is formulated as follows: node 2 
predicts its own clock reading that corresponds to a future clock reading of node 
1. The future clock reading of interest could be the next wake up time of node 1.  

There is a complete method for reading Global time and converting it to a local 
time and wake up time for the other node, Initially node 2 receive a message from 
node 1 and node 2 starts calculating the time difference w.r.t the global time and 
estimate the next transition time which can be the future wake up time for node 1.  
 
Convert Local time to Global timeConvert Local time to Global timeConvert Local time to Global timeConvert Local time to Global time 

Calculations from the previous section are used here in conversion of local time to 
global time and global time to local time. Important local to global conversion is 
shown in the figure below. 

 
Figure 4-17 Converting local to Global time 

Generally formula can be explained as bellow: 
Above Specified calculations figure 14.6(a) and (b) does the linear regression from 
localTime to timeOffset (timeOffset = globalTime – localTime). 
 
Where globalTime, localTime are variables and skew, offset are constants specific 
to individual motes (however, skew is time-dependent). Since we know that 
frequencies of 2 different clock crystals are almost the same, value of skew is very 
close to 1.0: i.e., skew = 1.0+ 10^-5, representing such value is less efficient than 
representing close-to-zero value. Therefore, we always subtract 1.0 from Skew.  

In order to decrease the error the mote estimates the skew and offset of its local 
clock from that of received messages using the liner regression on the past 8 
(MAX_ENTRIES) data points  

timeOffset - offsetAverage = skew * (localTime - localAverage) 
timeOffset = offsetAverage + skew * (localTime - localAverage) 
 
 
 Then final formula for global time will be: 
 
globalTime = localTime + offsetAverage + skew * (localTime globalTime = localTime + offsetAverage + skew * (localTime globalTime = localTime + offsetAverage + skew * (localTime globalTime = localTime + offsetAverage + skew * (localTime ----    localAverage)localAverage)localAverage)localAverage)    
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This calculated global time eliminates the send, access, interrupt handling, 
encoding, decoding and receive time errors [13], but does not compensate for the 
propagation time. This global time calculated from multiple time-stamps with 
linear regression are used to estimate clock skew and offset. 
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5555 PPPPerformance comperformance comperformance comperformance comparararariiiisssson between TSCH and FTSP on between TSCH and FTSP on between TSCH and FTSP on between TSCH and FTSP     
5.15.15.15.1 Analysis of TSCH (Time synchronization channel hopping)Analysis of TSCH (Time synchronization channel hopping)Analysis of TSCH (Time synchronization channel hopping)Analysis of TSCH (Time synchronization channel hopping)    

Here time is arranged into ASNs (Absolute slot numbers) and are shared by the 
nodes whenever required for the communication purpose, there is a particular 
frequency used at each slot and is calculated by the following formula , as stated 
earlier in the previous sections; i.e. Frequency = (ASN + channelOffset) %16 [11]. 

The two main functions provided by TSCH are,  

• Channel hopping and, 
• Reservation 

Channel hopChannel hopChannel hopChannel hopping ping ping ping     

• This technique reduces the impact of narrow-band interference.  

• Communication occurs on all available frequency channels by pseudo-
randomly changing channel between packets.  

• This increases reliability when compared to single-channel solutions. 

Reservation Reservation Reservation Reservation     

• TSCH runs a distributed reservation mechanism which enables collision-
free communication to achieve high data rates and, flow isolation under 
stringent power constraints. 

5.1.15.1.15.1.15.1.1 Limitations of TSCH (time synchronization and channel hopping)Limitations of TSCH (time synchronization and channel hopping)Limitations of TSCH (time synchronization and channel hopping)Limitations of TSCH (time synchronization and channel hopping)    

• When a new node joins the network, it chooses a RES cell randomly and 
announces that cell to its neighbors which set the use of that cell as 
TXRES. In heavily loaded networks, this cell could have been used for 
another purpose. This can cause problems as reservations may disappear. 

• Within a cell, the energy consumed is too high because (1) the radio is 
switched on before changing the channel, (2) the node listens too long 
before deciding a slot is unused and (3) a node keeps its radio on when the 
next slot is used. Without being critical, this can be further optimized. 

• Synchronization may not be acquired because the ADV message is sent 
while the node changes its channel. 

 

5.25.25.25.2 Analysis of FTSP (Flooding time synchronization protocol)Analysis of FTSP (Flooding time synchronization protocol)Analysis of FTSP (Flooding time synchronization protocol)Analysis of FTSP (Flooding time synchronization protocol)    

The goal of the FTSP is to achieve a network wide synchronization of the local 
clocks of the participating nodes. We assume that each node has a local clock 
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exhibiting the typical timing errors of crystals and can communicate over an 
unreliable but error corrected wireless link to its neighbors. 
 
Typical WSN operate in areas larger than the broadcast range of a single node; 
therefore, the FTSP provides multi-hop synchronization. The root of the 
network—a single, dynamically (re)elected node—maintains the global time and 
all other nodes synchronize their clocks to that of the root. The nodes form an 
adhoc structure to transfer the global time from the root to all the nodes, this saves 
the initial phase of establishing the tree and is more robust against node and link 
failures and dynamic topology changes. 
 

5.2.15.2.15.2.15.2.1 Advantages of FTSP (flooding time synchronization protocol)Advantages of FTSP (flooding time synchronization protocol)Advantages of FTSP (flooding time synchronization protocol)Advantages of FTSP (flooding time synchronization protocol)    

• The proposed FTSP algorithm uses a fine-grained clock, MAC layer 
time-stamping with several jitter reducing techniques to achieve high 
precision.  
 

• This approach eliminates the send, access, interrupt handling, 
encoding, decoding and receive time errors.  

 
• Multiple timestamps with linear regression are used to estimate clock 

skew and offset, the average error of the algorithm for a single hop 
case using two nodes will be expected in shooter range µs.  

 
• FTSP does not rely on a fixed network hierarchy but updates it 

continuously; it supports network topology changes including mobile 
nodes. 

 
The flood-based communication protocol in FTSP provides a very robust 
network, and still induces only small network traffic. The network hierarchy is 
maintained using the time synchronization messages, without additional message 
passing, as opposed to the solution in TPSN. 
 

5.35.35.35.3 Application of FTSPApplication of FTSPApplication of FTSPApplication of FTSP    

The application, in addition to the FTSP, contained several services, such as 
message routing, data aggregation, remote configuration and debugging services, 
along with application specific software components. 
 
FTSP time-stamping protocol could be applied to existing multi-hop time 
synchronization protocols making those more precise. It differs from previous 
time-stamping algorithms in that it utilizes a single broadcasted message to 
establish synchronization points between the sender and receivers of the message, 
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while eliminating most sources of synchronization errors, except for the 
propagation time.  
 
Because of its performance, minimal overhead and simplicity, it can serve as the 
most basic time synchronization primitive in other, not necessarily time 
synchronization protocols. 
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6666 Testing and ResultsTesting and ResultsTesting and ResultsTesting and Results    
6.16.16.16.1 TestingTestingTestingTesting    

In testing we used two TelosB crossbow motes; the complete experimental setup 
for testing is has been shown in figure 5.1. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Test setup 

 
Entire testing has been done in an operating system which has been used 
throughout the thesis is Xubuntos 2.1 and the following command has been used 
for compilation. 

make telosb install.X dsl,/dev/tty USB0make telosb install.X dsl,/dev/tty USB0make telosb install.X dsl,/dev/tty USB0make telosb install.X dsl,/dev/tty USB0    

This command is used for dumping the program to all the motes in the network. 
It first erases the old program in the motes and then programs it with a new code. 
Here X is the identification number of the mote and we need to give the all node 
with different ID’s before programming the modes. As said in the earlier 
description one of the motes will be given as mode1 to make it has a root mote. 

jjjjava net.tinyos.tolls.printfclient ava net.tinyos.tolls.printfclient ava net.tinyos.tolls.printfclient ava net.tinyos.tolls.printfclient ––––comm serial@/dev/ttyUSBX:telosbcomm serial@/dev/ttyUSBX:telosbcomm serial@/dev/ttyUSBX:telosbcomm serial@/dev/ttyUSBX:telosb    

This commend is used for printing information on the output. Here we print the 
information that a mote received from other motes.  

During compilation one of the node is set as node1 (i.e., root node) and other as 
node2. From above figure node on the left side is the node1and that on the right 
side is node2. 
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6.2 ResultsResultsResultsResults 

After modifying an FTSP and implementing it on TSCH we tested it on the 
experimental setup and found some of the errors. This TSCH code is taken from a 
website[16] and the code has still some bugs.After making several experiments in 
order to solving all the errors we had some output and its screen shot is shown 
below figure 5.2. 
 

 
Figure 6.2 Screen shot of Output 

From above figure we can see that the synchronization between two nodes is failed 
it is indicated by “ReservationP.nc DEGUG node 1 not reachable”. It means that 
when node2 trying to make a reservation for making synchronization with node1 
bit it is not able to do. This is due to the change in the packet format, due to this 
change in packet format there may be need to make some modifications in the 
time stamping. But our main goal to modify an existing TSCH protocol with 
FTSP has been done with no errors. Therefore it can easily be concluded that the 
goal of modification has been achieved.  
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7777 Conclusions and Future workConclusions and Future workConclusions and Future workConclusions and Future work    
7.17.17.17.1 ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    

WirelessHART is the first open wireless standard for industrial process control. To 
meet the strict real-time requirements of process control, WirelessHART specifies 
many challenging features. In this thesis work, we try to provide solution for one 
of the main challenges of MAC layer implementation i.e., time synchronization. 
We proposed some novel ways to tackle the synchronization challenge. 

At present WirelessHART uses TSCH technique through which it solves 
synchronization problem to an extent. Using TSCH in WirelessHART it 
produces a time error of 100 µs for single hope. Using TSCH in WirelessHART 
many not be safe has WirelessHART standard is used for real-time requirements 
where the network requires stringent time precision on resource limited wireless 
platform. Better solution would be implementation of FTSP technique over 
TSCH. According to the technique that FTSP following it is expected that the 
time error will be reduced to a major extent. 

In order to implement this FTSP technique over TSCH, there is required to make 
modifications in FTSP. This is because, FTSP runs under Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access (CSMA/CA) whereas WirelessHART uses TDMA and Aloha. So in the 
process of implement FTSP in WirelessHART some modifications that are made 
for FTSP. In this thesis we have made modifications in FTSP and improved it to 
implement it in WirelessHART. Here modification and improvement of FTSP is 
sufficient to implement in WirelessHART. But due to change in the packet 
structure of the WirelessHART there are some unsolved errors in its soft code due 
to which the specific result couldn’t be achieved. But actual goal of thesis has 
stated in chapter 1 has been achieved with FTSP. 

7.27.27.27.2 Future workFuture workFuture workFuture work    

Has said in the above section there are some soft code problems after the 
implementation of FTSP over TSCH which has to be analyzed in detail and 
modifications can be done as feature work. Typically if the network operates in 
areas larger than the broadcast range of the single node then the FTSP technique 
can also solution for such operation i.e., multi-hoop. And it is observed from 
implementation of FTSP on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) for multi-hoop 
and the time error was 0.5µs which is more accurate than single-hoop [13].
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9999 AAAAppendixppendixppendixppendix    
 

Appendix # 1:Appendix # 1:Appendix # 1:Appendix # 1:    Coding Coding Coding Coding glimpse glimpse glimpse glimpse of GlobalTimeP.ncof GlobalTimeP.ncof GlobalTimeP.ncof GlobalTimeP.nc    
    
#include "CC2420.h"#include "CC2420.h"#include "CC2420.h"#include "CC2420.h"    
#include "TSCH.h"#include "TSCH.h"#include "TSCH.h"#include "TSCH.h"    
    
module GlobalTimePmodule GlobalTimePmodule GlobalTimePmodule GlobalTimeP    {{{{    
            provides interface Init;provides interface Init;provides interface Init;provides interface Init;    
            provides interface GlobalTime;provides interface GlobalTime;provides interface GlobalTime;provides interface GlobalTime;    
            provides interface GlobalSynch;provides interface GlobalSynch;provides interface GlobalSynch;provides interface GlobalSynch;    
            provides interface Receive;provides interface Receive;provides interface Receive;provides interface Receive;    
            provides interface DebugPrint;provides interface DebugPrint;provides interface DebugPrint;provides interface DebugPrint;    
    
            uses interface LocalTime<T32khz>;uses interface LocalTime<T32khz>;uses interface LocalTime<T32khz>;uses interface LocalTime<T32khz>;    
            uses interface Receive as SubReceive;uses interface Receive as SubReceive;uses interface Receive as SubReceive;uses interface Receive as SubReceive;    
            uses inteuses inteuses inteuses interface PktTimeStamps<T32khz, uint32_t> as PktTimeStamps32khz;rface PktTimeStamps<T32khz, uint32_t> as PktTimeStamps32khz;rface PktTimeStamps<T32khz, uint32_t> as PktTimeStamps32khz;rface PktTimeStamps<T32khz, uint32_t> as PktTimeStamps32khz;    
            uses interface CC2420PacketBody;uses interface CC2420PacketBody;uses interface CC2420PacketBody;uses interface CC2420PacketBody;    
    
            uses interface Timer<TMilli> as WarningTimer;uses interface Timer<TMilli> as WarningTimer;uses interface Timer<TMilli> as WarningTimer;uses interface Timer<TMilli> as WarningTimer;    
            uses interface Timer<TMilli> as SynchTimer;uses interface Timer<TMilli> as SynchTimer;uses interface Timer<TMilli> as SynchTimer;uses interface Timer<TMilli> as SynchTimer;    
    
            uses interface Leds;uses interface Leds;uses interface Leds;uses interface Leds;    
}}}}    
implementation {implementation {implementation {implementation {    
            uint32_t offset;uint32_t offset;uint32_t offset;uint32_t offset;    
            uint32_t ASN;uint32_t ASN;uint32_t ASN;uint32_t ASN;    
            bool synch;bool synch;bool synch;bool synch;    
    
            enum {enum {enum {enum {    
                        GLOBALTIME_WARNING_PER = 15,GLOBALTIME_WARNING_PER = 15,GLOBALTIME_WARNING_PER = 15,GLOBALTIME_WARNING_PER = 15,    
                        GLOBALTIME_SYNCH_PER = 30GLOBALTIME_SYNCH_PER = 30GLOBALTIME_SYNCH_PER = 30GLOBALTIME_SYNCH_PER = 30    
            };};};};    
                
            enum {enum {enum {enum {    
                    MAX_ENTRIESMAX_ENTRIESMAX_ENTRIESMAX_ENTRIES                = 8,= 8,= 8,= 8,
                        // number of entries in the table// number of entries in the table// number of entries in the table// number of entries in the table    
                                        
                    ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT  = 500ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT  = 500ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT  = 500ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT  = 500, , , ,     
                // if time sync error is bigger than this clear the table// if time sync error is bigger than this clear the table// if time sync error is bigger than this clear the table// if time sync error is bigger than this clear the table    
                };};};};    
                
                typedef struct TableItemtypedef struct TableItemtypedef struct TableItemtypedef struct TableItem    
                {{{{    
                    uint8_tuint8_tuint8_tuint8_t                state;state;state;state;    
                    uint32_t    localTime;uint32_t    localTime;uint32_t    localTime;uint32_t    localTime;    
                    int32_tint32_tint32_tint32_t                timeOffset; // globalTime timeOffset; // globalTime timeOffset; // globalTime timeOffset; // globalTime ----    localTimelocalTimelocalTimelocalTime    
                } TableItem;} TableItem;} TableItem;} TableItem;    
                
                enum {enum {enum {enum {    
                    ENTENTENTENTRY_EMPTY = 0,RY_EMPTY = 0,RY_EMPTY = 0,RY_EMPTY = 0,    
                    ENTRY_FULL = 1,ENTRY_FULL = 1,ENTRY_FULL = 1,ENTRY_FULL = 1,    
                };};};};                    
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                TableItem   table[MAX_ENTRIES];TableItem   table[MAX_ENTRIES];TableItem   table[MAX_ENTRIES];TableItem   table[MAX_ENTRIES];    
                uint8_t tableEntries;    uint8_t tableEntries;    uint8_t tableEntries;    uint8_t tableEntries;                        
                
            /*/*/*/*    
                We do linear regression from localTime to timeOffset (globalTime We do linear regression from localTime to timeOffset (globalTime We do linear regression from localTime to timeOffset (globalTime We do linear regression from localTime to timeOffset (globalTime ----    
localTime).localTime).localTime).localTime).    
                This way we can keep the slope close to zero (ideally) and represent itThis way we can keep the slope close to zero (ideally) and represent itThis way we can keep the slope close to zero (ideally) and represent itThis way we can keep the slope close to zero (ideally) and represent it    
                as a float with high precision.as a float with high precision.as a float with high precision.as a float with high precision.    
                
                    timeOffset timeOffset timeOffset timeOffset ----    offsetAverage = skew * (localTime offsetAverage = skew * (localTime offsetAverage = skew * (localTime offsetAverage = skew * (localTime ----    
localAverage)localAverage)localAverage)localAverage)    
                    timeOffset = offsetAverage + skew * (localTime timeOffset = offsetAverage + skew * (localTime timeOffset = offsetAverage + skew * (localTime timeOffset = offsetAverage + skew * (localTime ----    
localAverage)localAverage)localAverage)localAverage)    
                    globalTime = localTime + offsetAverage + skew * (localTime globalTime = localTime + offsetAverage + skew * (localTime globalTime = localTime + offsetAverage + skew * (localTime globalTime = localTime + offsetAverage + skew * (localTime 
----    localAverage)localAverage)localAverage)localAverage)    
            */*/*/*/    
                
                floatfloatfloatfloat                skew;skew;skew;skew;    
                uint32_t    localAverage;uint32_t    localAverage;uint32_t    localAverage;uint32_t    localAverage;    
                int32_tint32_tint32_tint32_t                offsetAverage;offsetAverage;offsetAverage;offsetAverage;    
                uint8_tuint8_tuint8_tuint8_t                numEntries; // the number of full entries in the table  numEntries; // the number of full entries in the table  numEntries; // the number of full entries in the table  numEntries; // the number of full entries in the table      
    
            void clearTable(void clearTable(void clearTable(void clearTable())))    
                {{{{    
                    int8_t i;int8_t i;int8_t i;int8_t i;    
                    for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i)for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i)for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i)for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i)    
                        table[i].state = ENTRY_EMPTY;table[i].state = ENTRY_EMPTY;table[i].state = ENTRY_EMPTY;table[i].state = ENTRY_EMPTY;    
                
                    atomic numEntries = 0;atomic numEntries = 0;atomic numEntries = 0;atomic numEntries = 0;    
                }}}}    
    
            /*******************Initialization****************//*******************Initialization****************//*******************Initialization****************//*******************Initialization****************/    
            command error_t Init.init() {command error_t Init.init() {command error_t Init.init() {command error_t Init.init() {    
                        offset = 0;offset = 0;offset = 0;offset = 0;    
                        ASN = 0;ASN = 0;ASN = 0;ASN = 0;    
            clearTable();clearTable();clearTable();clearTable();    
    
                        //Everyone synchronizes to node 1//Everyone synchronizes to node 1//Everyone synchronizes to node 1//Everyone synchronizes to node 1    
                        if(TOS_NODE_ID == 1) {if(TOS_NODE_ID == 1) {if(TOS_NODE_ID == 1) {if(TOS_NODE_ID == 1) {    
                                    synch = TRUE;synch = TRUE;synch = TRUE;synch = TRUE;    
                                    call Leds.led2On();call Leds.led2On();call Leds.led2On();call Leds.led2On();    
                        }}}}    
                        else {else {else {else {    
                                    synch = FALSE;synch = FALSE;synch = FALSE;synch = FALSE;    
                        }}}}    
    
                        return SUCCESS;return SUCCESS;return SUCCESS;return SUCCESS;    
            }}}}    
    
            /*****************WarningTimer*/*****************WarningTimer*/*****************WarningTimer*/*****************WarningTimer********************/*******************/*******************/*******************/    
            event void WarningTimer.fired() {event void WarningTimer.fired() {event void WarningTimer.fired() {event void WarningTimer.fired() {    
                        signal GlobalSynch.loosingSynch();signal GlobalSynch.loosingSynch();signal GlobalSynch.loosingSynch();signal GlobalSynch.loosingSynch();    
            }}}}    
    
            /****************SynchTimer**********************//****************SynchTimer**********************//****************SynchTimer**********************//****************SynchTimer**********************/    
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            event void SynchTimer.fired() {event void SynchTimer.fired() {event void SynchTimer.fired() {event void SynchTimer.fired() {    
                        atomic synch = FALSE;atomic synch = FALSE;atomic synch = FALSE;atomic synch = FALSE;    
                        call Leds.led2Off();call Leds.led2Off();call Leds.led2Off();call Leds.led2Off();    
                        signal GlobalSynch.lostSynch();signal GlobalSynch.lostSynch();signal GlobalSynch.lostSynch();signal GlobalSynch.lostSynch();    
            }}}}    
    
    
            /*****************GlobalSynch*****************//*****************GlobalSynch*****************//*****************GlobalSynch*****************//*****************GlobalSynch*****************/    
    
            async command bool GlobalSynch.isSynch() {async command bool GlobalSynch.isSynch() {async command bool GlobalSynch.isSynch() {async command bool GlobalSynch.isSynch() {    
                        atomic {atomic {atomic {atomic {    
                                    return synch;return synch;return synch;return synch;    
                        }}}}    
            }}}}    
    
            /*****************GlobalTime******************//*****************GlobalTime******************//*****************GlobalTime******************//*****************GlobalTime******************/    
    
            async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getTime32khz() {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getTime32khz() {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getTime32khz() {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getTime32khz() {    
                        atomic {atomic {atomic {atomic {    
                                    return (call GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(call LocalTime.get()));return (call GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(call LocalTime.get()));return (call GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(call LocalTime.get()));return (call GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(call LocalTime.get()));    
                        }}}}    
            }}}}    
    
            async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getLocalTime() {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getLocalTime() {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getLocalTime() {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getLocalTime() {    
                        atomic {atomic {atomic {atomic {    
                                    return (call LocalTimreturn (call LocalTimreturn (call LocalTimreturn (call LocalTime.get());e.get());e.get());e.get());    
                        }}}}    
            }}}}    
    
            async command uint32_t GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(uint32_t ltime) {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(uint32_t ltime) {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(uint32_t ltime) {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(uint32_t ltime) {    
                        atomic {atomic {atomic {atomic {    
                    ltime += offsetAverage + (int32_t)(skew * (int32_t)(ltime ltime += offsetAverage + (int32_t)(skew * (int32_t)(ltime ltime += offsetAverage + (int32_t)(skew * (int32_t)(ltime ltime += offsetAverage + (int32_t)(skew * (int32_t)(ltime ----    
localAverage));localAverage));localAverage));localAverage));    
                                    return (ltime);return (ltime);return (ltime);return (ltime);    
                        }}}}    
            }}}}    
    
            async command uint32_t GlobalTime.convertGlobalTime(uint32_t gtime) {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.convertGlobalTime(uint32_t gtime) {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.convertGlobalTime(uint32_t gtime) {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.convertGlobalTime(uint32_t gtime) {    
                        atomic {atomic {atomic {atomic {    
                    uint32_t approxLocalTime = gtime uint32_t approxLocalTime = gtime uint32_t approxLocalTime = gtime uint32_t approxLocalTime = gtime ----    offsetAverage;offsetAverage;offsetAverage;offsetAverage;    
                                    gtime = approxLocalTime gtime = approxLocalTime gtime = approxLocalTime gtime = approxLocalTime ----    (int32_t)(skew * (int32_t)(approxLocalTime (int32_t)(skew * (int32_t)(approxLocalTime (int32_t)(skew * (int32_t)(approxLocalTime (int32_t)(skew * (int32_t)(approxLocalTime ----    
localAverage));localAverage));localAverage));localAverage));    
                                    return (return (return (return (gtime);gtime);gtime);gtime);    
                        }}}}    
            }}}}    
    
            async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getASN() {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getASN() {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getASN() {async command uint32_t GlobalTime.getASN() {    
                        atomic {atomic {atomic {atomic {    
                                    return ASN;return ASN;return ASN;return ASN;    
                        }}}}    
            }}}}    
    
            async command void GlobalTime.setASN(uint32_t newASN) {async command void GlobalTime.setASN(uint32_t newASN) {async command void GlobalTime.setASN(uint32_t newASN) {async command void GlobalTime.setASN(uint32_t newASN) {    
                        atomic {atomic {atomic {atomic {    
                                    ASN = newASN;ASN = newASN;ASN = newASN;ASN = newASN;    
                        }}}}    
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            }}}}    
                
            void calculateConvevoid calculateConvevoid calculateConvevoid calculateConversion()rsion()rsion()rsion()    
                {{{{    
                                float newSkew = skew;float newSkew = skew;float newSkew = skew;float newSkew = skew;    
                                uint32_t newLocalAverage;uint32_t newLocalAverage;uint32_t newLocalAverage;uint32_t newLocalAverage;    
                                int32_t newOffsetAverage;int32_t newOffsetAverage;int32_t newOffsetAverage;int32_t newOffsetAverage;    
                                int32_t localAverageRest;int32_t localAverageRest;int32_t localAverageRest;int32_t localAverageRest;    
                                int32_t offsetAverageRest;int32_t offsetAverageRest;int32_t offsetAverageRest;int32_t offsetAverageRest;    
    
                                int64_t localSum;int64_t localSum;int64_t localSum;int64_t localSum;    
                                int64_t offsetSum;int64_t offsetSum;int64_t offsetSum;int64_t offsetSum;    
    
                                int8_t i;int8_t i;int8_t i;int8_t i;    
    
                                for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES && table[i].state != ENTRY_FULL; ++i)for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES && table[i].state != ENTRY_FULL; ++i)for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES && table[i].state != ENTRY_FULL; ++i)for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES && table[i].state != ENTRY_FULL; ++i)    
                                                ;;;;    
    
                                if( i >= MAX_ENTRIES )  // table is emptyif( i >= MAX_ENTRIES )  // table is emptyif( i >= MAX_ENTRIES )  // table is emptyif( i >= MAX_ENTRIES )  // table is empty    
                                                return;return;return;return;    
/*/*/*/*    
                                We use a rough approximation first to avoid time overflow errors. The ideaWe use a rough approximation first to avoid time overflow errors. The ideaWe use a rough approximation first to avoid time overflow errors. The ideaWe use a rough approximation first to avoid time overflow errors. The idea    
                                is tis tis tis that all times in the table should be relatively close to each other.hat all times in the table should be relatively close to each other.hat all times in the table should be relatively close to each other.hat all times in the table should be relatively close to each other.    
*/*/*/*/    
                                newLocalAverage = table[i].localTime;newLocalAverage = table[i].localTime;newLocalAverage = table[i].localTime;newLocalAverage = table[i].localTime;    
                                newOffsetAverage = table[i].timeOffset;newOffsetAverage = table[i].timeOffset;newOffsetAverage = table[i].timeOffset;newOffsetAverage = table[i].timeOffset;    
    
                                localSum = 0;localSum = 0;localSum = 0;localSum = 0;    
                                localAverageRest = 0;localAverageRest = 0;localAverageRest = 0;localAverageRest = 0;    
                                offsetSum = 0;offsetSum = 0;offsetSum = 0;offsetSum = 0;    
                                offsetoffsetoffsetoffsetAverageRest = 0;AverageRest = 0;AverageRest = 0;AverageRest = 0;    
    
                                while( ++i < MAX_ENTRIES )while( ++i < MAX_ENTRIES )while( ++i < MAX_ENTRIES )while( ++i < MAX_ENTRIES )    
                                                if( table[i].state == ENTRY_FULL ) {if( table[i].state == ENTRY_FULL ) {if( table[i].state == ENTRY_FULL ) {if( table[i].state == ENTRY_FULL ) {    
                                                                /*/*/*/*    
                                                                            This only works because C ISO 1999 defines the signe for modulo the same as This only works because C ISO 1999 defines the signe for modulo the same as This only works because C ISO 1999 defines the signe for modulo the same as This only works because C ISO 1999 defines the signe for modulo the same as 
for the Dividend!for the Dividend!for the Dividend!for the Dividend!    
                                                                */ */ */ */     
                                                                localSum += (int32_t)(table[i].localTime localSum += (int32_t)(table[i].localTime localSum += (int32_t)(table[i].localTime localSum += (int32_t)(table[i].localTime ----    newLocalAverage) / tableEntries;newLocalAverage) / tableEntries;newLocalAverage) / tableEntries;newLocalAverage) / tableEntries;    
                                                                localAverageRest += (table[i].localTime localAverageRest += (table[i].localTime localAverageRest += (table[i].localTime localAverageRest += (table[i].localTime ----    newLocalAverage) % tableEntries;newLocalAverage) % tableEntries;newLocalAverage) % tableEntries;newLocalAverage) % tableEntries;    
                                                                offsetSum += (int32_t)(table[i].timeOffset offsetSum += (int32_t)(table[i].timeOffset offsetSum += (int32_t)(table[i].timeOffset offsetSum += (int32_t)(table[i].timeOffset ----    newOffsetAvenewOffsetAvenewOffsetAvenewOffsetAverage) / tableEntries;rage) / tableEntries;rage) / tableEntries;rage) / tableEntries;    
                                                                offsetAverageRest += (table[i].timeOffset offsetAverageRest += (table[i].timeOffset offsetAverageRest += (table[i].timeOffset offsetAverageRest += (table[i].timeOffset ----    newOffsetAverage) % tableEntries;newOffsetAverage) % tableEntries;newOffsetAverage) % tableEntries;newOffsetAverage) % tableEntries;    
                                                }}}}    
    
                                newLocalAverage += localSum + localAverageRest / tableEntries;newLocalAverage += localSum + localAverageRest / tableEntries;newLocalAverage += localSum + localAverageRest / tableEntries;newLocalAverage += localSum + localAverageRest / tableEntries;    
                                newOffsetAverage += offsetSum + offsetAverageRnewOffsetAverage += offsetSum + offsetAverageRnewOffsetAverage += offsetSum + offsetAverageRnewOffsetAverage += offsetSum + offsetAverageRest / tableEntries;est / tableEntries;est / tableEntries;est / tableEntries;    
    
                                localSum = offsetSum = 0;localSum = offsetSum = 0;localSum = offsetSum = 0;localSum = offsetSum = 0;    
                                for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i)for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i)for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i)for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i)    
                                                if( table[i].state == ENTRY_FULL ) {if( table[i].state == ENTRY_FULL ) {if( table[i].state == ENTRY_FULL ) {if( table[i].state == ENTRY_FULL ) {    
                                                                int32_t a = table[i].localTime int32_t a = table[i].localTime int32_t a = table[i].localTime int32_t a = table[i].localTime ----    newLocalAverage;newLocalAverage;newLocalAverage;newLocalAverage;    
                                                                int32_t b = table[i].timeOffsint32_t b = table[i].timeOffsint32_t b = table[i].timeOffsint32_t b = table[i].timeOffset et et et ----    newOffsetAverage;newOffsetAverage;newOffsetAverage;newOffsetAverage;    
    
                                                                localSum += (int64_t)a * a;localSum += (int64_t)a * a;localSum += (int64_t)a * a;localSum += (int64_t)a * a;    
                                                                offsetSum += (int64_t)a * b;offsetSum += (int64_t)a * b;offsetSum += (int64_t)a * b;offsetSum += (int64_t)a * b;    
                                                }}}}    
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                                if( localSum != 0 )if( localSum != 0 )if( localSum != 0 )if( localSum != 0 )    
                                                newSkew = (float)offsetSum / (float)localSum;newSkew = (float)offsetSum / (float)localSum;newSkew = (float)offsetSum / (float)localSum;newSkew = (float)offsetSum / (float)localSum;    
    
                                atomicatomicatomicatomic    
                                {{{{    
                                                skew = newSkew;skew = newSkew;skew = newSkew;skew = newSkew;    
                                                offsetAverage = newOffsetAverage;offsetAverage = newOffsetAverage;offsetAverage = newOffsetAverage;offsetAverage = newOffsetAverage;    
                                                localAverage = newLocalAverage;localAverage = newLocalAverage;localAverage = newLocalAverage;localAverage = newLocalAverage;    
                                                numEntries = tableEntries;numEntries = tableEntries;numEntries = tableEntries;numEntries = tableEntries;    
                                }}}}    
                }}}}    
    
                    
                uint8_t numErrors=0;uint8_t numErrors=0;uint8_t numErrors=0;uint8_t numErrors=0;    
                void addNewEntry(message_t* msg)void addNewEntry(message_t* msg)void addNewEntry(message_t* msg)void addNewEntry(message_t* msg)    
                {{{{    
                                int8_t i, freeItem = int8_t i, freeItem = int8_t i, freeItem = int8_t i, freeItem = ----1, oldestItem = 0;1, oldestItem = 0;1, oldestItem = 0;1, oldestItem = 0;    
                                uint32_t age, oldestTime = 0;uint32_t age, oldestTime = 0;uint32_t age, oldestTime = 0;uint32_t age, oldestTime = 0;    
                                int32_t timeError;int32_t timeError;int32_t timeError;int32_t timeError;    
    
                                // clear table if the received entry's been inconsistent for some time// clear table if the received entry's been inconsistent for some time// clear table if the received entry's been inconsistent for some time// clear table if the received entry's been inconsistent for some time    
                                timeError = ((cc2420_header_t*)msgtimeError = ((cc2420_header_t*)msgtimeError = ((cc2420_header_t*)msgtimeError = ((cc2420_header_t*)msg---->header)>header)>header)>header)---->ltimestam>ltimestam>ltimestam>ltimestamp;p;p;p;    
                                call GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(timeError);call GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(timeError);call GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(timeError);call GlobalTime.convertLocalTime(timeError);    
                                timeError timeError timeError timeError ----= call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg);= call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg);= call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg);= call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg);    
                                if((synch) &&if((synch) &&if((synch) &&if((synch) &&    
                                                (timeError > ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT || timeError < (timeError > ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT || timeError < (timeError > ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT || timeError < (timeError > ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT || timeError < ----
ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT))ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT))ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT))ENTRY_THROWOUT_LIMIT))    
                                {{{{    
                                                if (++nif (++nif (++nif (++numErrors>3)umErrors>3)umErrors>3)umErrors>3)    
                                                                clearTable();clearTable();clearTable();clearTable();    
                                                return; // don't incorporate a bad readingreturn; // don't incorporate a bad readingreturn; // don't incorporate a bad readingreturn; // don't incorporate a bad reading    
                                }}}}    
    
                                tableEntries = 0; // don't reset table size unless you're recountingtableEntries = 0; // don't reset table size unless you're recountingtableEntries = 0; // don't reset table size unless you're recountingtableEntries = 0; // don't reset table size unless you're recounting    
                                numErrors = 0;numErrors = 0;numErrors = 0;numErrors = 0;    
    
                                for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i) {for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i) {for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i) {for(i = 0; i < MAX_ENTRIES; ++i) {    
                                                age = ((cc2420_header_t*)msgage = ((cc2420_header_t*)msgage = ((cc2420_header_t*)msgage = ((cc2420_header_t*)msg---->header)>header)>header)>header)---->ltimestamp >ltimestamp >ltimestamp >ltimestamp ----    table[i].localTime;table[i].localTime;table[i].localTime;table[i].localTime;    
    
                                                //logical time error compensation//logical time error compensation//logical time error compensation//logical time error compensation    
                                                if( age >= 0x7FFFFFFFL )if( age >= 0x7FFFFFFFL )if( age >= 0x7FFFFFFFL )if( age >= 0x7FFFFFFFL )    
                                                                table[i].state = ENTRY_EMPTY;table[i].state = ENTRY_EMPTY;table[i].state = ENTRY_EMPTY;table[i].state = ENTRY_EMPTY;    
    
                                                if( table[i].state == ENTRY_Eif( table[i].state == ENTRY_Eif( table[i].state == ENTRY_Eif( table[i].state == ENTRY_EMPTY )MPTY )MPTY )MPTY )    
                                                                freeItem = i;freeItem = i;freeItem = i;freeItem = i;    
                                                elseelseelseelse    
                                                                ++tableEntries;++tableEntries;++tableEntries;++tableEntries;    
    
                                                if( age >= oldestTime ) {if( age >= oldestTime ) {if( age >= oldestTime ) {if( age >= oldestTime ) {    
                                                                oldestTime = age;oldestTime = age;oldestTime = age;oldestTime = age;    
                                                                oldestItem = i;oldestItem = i;oldestItem = i;oldestItem = i;    
                                                }}}}    
                                }}}}    
    
                                if( freeItem < 0 )if( freeItem < 0 )if( freeItem < 0 )if( freeItem < 0 )    
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                                                ffffreeItem = oldestItem;reeItem = oldestItem;reeItem = oldestItem;reeItem = oldestItem;    
                                elseelseelseelse    
                                                ++tableEntries;++tableEntries;++tableEntries;++tableEntries;    
    
                                table[freeItem].state = ENTRY_FULL;table[freeItem].state = ENTRY_FULL;table[freeItem].state = ENTRY_FULL;table[freeItem].state = ENTRY_FULL;    
    
                                table[freeItem].localTime = ((cc2420_header_t*)msgtable[freeItem].localTime = ((cc2420_header_t*)msgtable[freeItem].localTime = ((cc2420_header_t*)msgtable[freeItem].localTime = ((cc2420_header_t*)msg---->header)>header)>header)>header)---->ltimestamp;>ltimestamp;>ltimestamp;>ltimestamp;    
                                table[freeItem].timeOffset = call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg) table[freeItem].timeOffset = call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg) table[freeItem].timeOffset = call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg) table[freeItem].timeOffset = call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg) ----    
((cc2420_header_t*)msg((cc2420_header_t*)msg((cc2420_header_t*)msg((cc2420_header_t*)msg---->header)>header)>header)>header)---->ltimestamp;>ltimestamp;>ltimestamp;>ltimestamp;    
                }  }  }  }      
    
            /**************SubReceive******************//**************SubReceive******************//**************SubReceive******************//**************SubReceive******************/    
            event message_t *SubReceive.receive(message_t *msg, void *payload, uinevent message_t *SubReceive.receive(message_t *msg, void *payload, uinevent message_t *SubReceive.receive(message_t *msg, void *payload, uinevent message_t *SubReceive.receive(message_t *msg, void *payload, uint8_t len) {t8_t len) {t8_t len) {t8_t len) {    
                        cc2420_header_t* hdr = call CC2420PacketBody.getHeader(msg);cc2420_header_t* hdr = call CC2420PacketBody.getHeader(msg);cc2420_header_t* hdr = call CC2420PacketBody.getHeader(msg);cc2420_header_t* hdr = call CC2420PacketBody.getHeader(msg);    
                        adv_format_t* adv = (adv_format_t*)payload;adv_format_t* adv = (adv_format_t*)payload;adv_format_t* adv = (adv_format_t*)payload;adv_format_t* adv = (adv_format_t*)payload;    
    
                        if(TOS_NODE_ID != 1) {if(TOS_NODE_ID != 1) {if(TOS_NODE_ID != 1) {if(TOS_NODE_ID != 1) {    
                                    atomic {atomic {atomic {atomic {    
                                                if((call PktTimeStamps32khz.isMetaValid(msg))&&if((call PktTimeStamps32khz.isMetaValid(msg))&&if((call PktTimeStamps32khz.isMetaValid(msg))&&if((call PktTimeStamps32khz.isMetaValid(msg))&&    
                                                                        ((((call PktTimeStamps32khz.isHdrValid(msg))) {call PktTimeStamps32khz.isHdrValid(msg))) {call PktTimeStamps32khz.isHdrValid(msg))) {call PktTimeStamps32khz.isHdrValid(msg))) {    
    
                                                            //If advertisement//If advertisement//If advertisement//If advertisement    
                                                            if(hdrif(hdrif(hdrif(hdr---->type == AM_TSCH_ADV) {>type == AM_TSCH_ADV) {>type == AM_TSCH_ADV) {>type == AM_TSCH_ADV) {    
                        synch = TRUE;synch = TRUE;synch = TRUE;synch = TRUE;    
                                                                        ASN = advASN = advASN = advASN = adv---->asn;>asn;>asn;>asn;    
                                                                        call Leds.led2On();call Leds.led2On();call Leds.led2On();call Leds.led2On();    
                        //printf("//printf("//printf("//printf("\\\\n Type= ADV, n Type= ADV, n Type= ADV, n Type= ADV, 
Gltime=%lGltime=%lGltime=%lGltime=%lu, hdrTstamp=%lu u, hdrTstamp=%lu u, hdrTstamp=%lu u, hdrTstamp=%lu \\\\n",call GlobalTime.getTime32khz(),call n",call GlobalTime.getTime32khz(),call n",call GlobalTime.getTime32khz(),call n",call GlobalTime.getTime32khz(),call 
PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg));PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg));PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg));PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg));    
                                                            }}}}    
    
                                                            if(synch) {if(synch) {if(synch) {if(synch) {    
                                                                        //offset = (call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg)) //offset = (call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg)) //offset = (call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg)) //offset = (call PktTimeStamps32khz.hdrtimestamp(msg)) ----    (call (call (call (call 
PktTimeStamps32khz.metatimestamp(mPktTimeStamps32khz.metatimestamp(mPktTimeStamps32khz.metatimestamp(mPktTimeStamps32khz.metatimestamp(msg));sg));sg));sg));    
                        addNewEntry(msg);addNewEntry(msg);addNewEntry(msg);addNewEntry(msg);    
                        calculateConversion();calculateConversion();calculateConversion();calculateConversion();    
                        call call call call 
WarningTimer.startOneShot(GLOBALTIME_WARNING_PER*1024);WarningTimer.startOneShot(GLOBALTIME_WARNING_PER*1024);WarningTimer.startOneShot(GLOBALTIME_WARNING_PER*1024);WarningTimer.startOneShot(GLOBALTIME_WARNING_PER*1024);    
                                                                        call SynchTimer.startOneShot(GLOBALTIME_SYNCH_PER*1024);call SynchTimer.startOneShot(GLOBALTIME_SYNCH_PER*1024);call SynchTimer.startOneShot(GLOBALTIME_SYNCH_PER*1024);call SynchTimer.startOneShot(GLOBALTIME_SYNCH_PER*1024);    
                                                            }}}}    
                                                }}}}    
                                    } } } }     
                        }}}}    
                        return (signal Receive.receive(msg,payload,len));return (signal Receive.receive(msg,payload,len));return (signal Receive.receive(msg,payload,len));return (signal Receive.receive(msg,payload,len));    
            }}}}    
    
            task void debugPrint() {task void debugPrint() {task void debugPrint() {task void debugPrint() {    
                        printf("printf("printf("printf("----GlobalTimeP: ASN=%lu synch=%i localtime=%lu globaltime=%luGlobalTimeP: ASN=%lu synch=%i localtime=%lu globaltime=%luGlobalTimeP: ASN=%lu synch=%i localtime=%lu globaltime=%luGlobalTimeP: ASN=%lu synch=%i localtime=%lu globaltime=%lu\\\\n",n",n",n",    
                                                call GlobalTime.getASN(),call GlobalTime.getASN(),call GlobalTime.getASN(),call GlobalTime.getASN(),    
                                                call GlobalSynch.isSynch(),call GlobalSynch.isSynch(),call GlobalSynch.isSynch(),call GlobalSynch.isSynch(),    
                                                call LocalTime.get(),call LocalTime.get(),call LocalTime.get(),call LocalTime.get(),    
                                                call GlobalTime.getTime32khz());call GlobalTime.getTime32khz());call GlobalTime.getTime32khz());call GlobalTime.getTime32khz());    
                        printfflush();printfflush();printfflush();printfflush();    
                        signal DebugPrint.done();signal DebugPrint.done();signal DebugPrint.done();signal DebugPrint.done();    
            }}}}    
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            //DebugPrint//DebugPrint//DebugPrint//DebugPrint    
            command void DebugPrint.print(){command void DebugPrint.print(){command void DebugPrint.print(){command void DebugPrint.print(){    
                        post debugPrint();post debugPrint();post debugPrint();post debugPrint();    
            }}}}    
    
            /************Defaults*********************/************Defaults*********************/************Defaults*********************/************Defaults*********************////    
            default event void GlobalSynch.loosingSynch() {}default event void GlobalSynch.loosingSynch() {}default event void GlobalSynch.loosingSynch() {}default event void GlobalSynch.loosingSynch() {}    
            default event void GlobalSynch.lostSynch() {}default event void GlobalSynch.lostSynch() {}default event void GlobalSynch.lostSynch() {}default event void GlobalSynch.lostSynch() {}    
}}}}    


